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PREFACE

Change is constantey with us. Change in. ut'Lawii, cnange tn

the use o6 peAsonneZ, change in avaiZabiZity c) matetials, and change

in th aop o educattonat otganization ate 6ut a liew. Teachets,

cottege ptoiessots, and schooZ o66iciaes ate constantey being con-

Atonted with pkoposatA 6o/7. change. The Makytand Reading Institute

which MU hetd tn Ocean City, Matyeand, ,(In the &a2 o6 1969,

additessed itsee6 to change.

As one teads th/Lough the papets which w ptesented at the

titute, one quick.ey teaeizes that the/Le fA no ,;Ie opinion, no

"ght" way, no ea4y btuepAint OA. action. Stayini; up-to-date,

being abte to anatyze alLiticatty, and being Witting to ptac7 innova-

tive p4ocedu4es to the test 06 /Lesea/tch ate sevetae o6 the ptoc'!dutes

essentiae 6o/t educationae Leadetship todaq.

Position papet4 wete ptesented undet stx majox topics:

(7) Teachet Education, (2) UtiZization o6 Reading Petsonnee,

(3) Evatuation and Review o6 Cwt./Lica-earn 7nnovation4, (4) Evae

o6 Reading Resoutcc Mate/Liats, (5) Indtviduaeization o6 Insttuction,

and (6) Reading and the Sociat Studies. Sevetat papets wvre pte-

sented; undet each topic they ate comptZed hete tn the otdea o6 theit

pte4entation.

PoAttton papets ate just that, papets which 6ta.te a position.

The4e papet6 tepheSent the opinions Oi pert40A4 seeected theit

expetti4e. They do not neeessatity tegect the positions oi the

institutio these peopZe teptesent.



The ReiicWip Centea, Unix y o6 MaityZaRd, p,,Lc-sents these

papeAh to the 4choot. ope o6 Makytand in the inten.e,st o open

ingatky tnto the ptobtens o6 today. May put teading oi them

be a4 enjoyabZe a4 coa4 ouk paAticipation at the MaAgand Reading

institute.

Robett M. W'oi
Catege Patk, Md.
Sp/Ling, 1970



SECT ION I

TEACHER EDUCATION



-EACHER EDUCATION - 'N EXPLORATION
INTO NOWHERE

James C. Craig

When those of us who are in the business of educatIon

reflect on "teacher education"--what it is--what it is sup-

nosgd to do--what it does--what it doesn't do--the saying

of the great Pogo co4es to mind,--"We have met the enemy,

and he is us."

Usually, we describe teacher education in such terms

as "pre-service" education, by which we mean what happens to

somebody in some college or university before they are ready

to get a job teaching. Or we speak of "in-serv:Lcel educa-

tion. Here we refer to a whole host of things we do to

teachers after they get a job. These may be in the folm of

graduate courses at colleges or universities, workshops,

classroom visitations, TV programs, seminars, or even the

Maryland Reading institutes.

Now there are some aspects of this "pre-service" and

in-s rvice" education that we need to examine, at least for

the purpose of this discussion. First, most of it is pre-

determined in advance, and the,determination in no way con-

siders the person to be educated. The teacher-training

institutions and the state certification requirements de7

1



scribe in great detail how one becomes a teacher. Further-

more, this prescribing and fixing a cuirficulurn in advance

and describing one's aducation in terms of courses, credits,

time spent in class, etc., violates many principles of good

education. It does not--at any pointconsider what a per-

son is, what a person already kncws, or what a person can d

For example: Recently a teccher moved into Maryland

from a nearby state Where she had been fully certified and

had taught with a very high degree of success for three years.

She had a master's degree and eighteen graduate credits be-

yond; but to be certified to teach in Maryland, she needed

tw- credits in music. No at empt leas made to assess her

capability as a teacher, nor even her competence in music.

The decision was made that her bask t of credits lacked some-

thing that somebody had predetermined was essential for all

educated teachers.

This is an extreme example--although a true one--but it

illustrates the same problems confronted by undergraduate

s;udents. Most schools of education have a cafeteria al.-

rangement of vocational courses to prepare teachers to teach

children, and once a student has chosen his field of udy--

elementary teaching, early childhood, high school English,

etc., he is expected to eat nearly everything his cafeteria

haa to offer. Thus, most students preparing for elementary

sehool teadhing will have a course in foundations, general

psychology, child psychology, methods of teaching arithmetic,

reading, language arts, social studies, science, music, art,



physical education, and the like. The assumption is made

that these areas of learning are important and how to teach

them is pr_bably more important. Students are graduating

well what to teach, highly skilled In how to teach it,

and with som- well-conceived ideas as to when it ought to be

taught. But at no time have they been confronted with re-

solving the question, "Why teach it, if at all?"

It is the "why" that has been mi- ing in education, in

all education, including teacner education. Until schools of

education can come up with some general, unifying concern

that holds together and gives purpose to all educative exper-

iences and activitiesa general, unifying concern understood

jointly by the teacher and the learner--until then, schools

of education will contribute little to the education of a

teacher.

Secondly, not only is "pre-service" a d -servi "

education determined in advance, but most -f it is externally

motivated and usually by someone "in charge" of the person

who is expected to bensfit from the education. Again, only

in unusual cases does the learner get seriously involved in

what is to be learned. ,The selection of graduate courses

is usually determine6 by (1) degree requirements, (2) certi-

fication demands, or 3) advancement on the salary schedule.

Although most studel_ hope that a by-product of graduate

study will promise significant profes tonal improvement, the

hope is seldom strong enough to motivate a teacher to spend

the time, effort, and money solely for the purpose of pro-
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ressional improvement.

In the public schools, usually the superintendent, or

the principal, or some supervisor thinks it would be nice to

have a workehop in reading, or arithmetic, or team-teaching,

or some such. For whom?--the claseroom teachers, of course.

Again, the usual purpose is to consider content and method.

How about a workshop on "Being kind to children?" or "How

to be nice to everybody?" Or wouldn't it be refreshing if

our in-service education would permit teachers to establish

a workshop in reading--a workshop conducted teachers for

principals, and supervisors, and assistant superintendents,

and superintendents, so that these latter people might once

again get the feel of the classroom, and the kids, and the

concerns of teachers.

There is another kind of teacher education that needs

to be coneidered, because in my judgment it is the only kind

that really makes a difference in what teachers do for chil-

dren. It is the selfeducation of teachers. It goes on to

some extent with all teachers, and with some to a much higher

degree than with others. It assumes a professional commit-

ment to go-a-questingto ask one's self: Who am I? What am

I? What are my interests and concerns? What are my profes-

sional assets? My liabilities? What ELM I going to do about

it? And to thechi d: Who are you? What are your concerns?

What are your learning assets? 'Your learning deficiencies?

What can I do about it? This kind of self-education can

thrive in any school where th- atmosphere permite it, en-

courages it suparts it, ind expects it. It Will 4UpPort

11
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the desire of teachers to go back to school to learn--not

to take courses. Hopefully, it will encourage college teach-

ers to raise questions--not give answers. It will stimulate

teachers to read a wide variety of professional or profes

sionally related materials--reading that far too frequently

cannot be accommodated in graduate courses for workshop ac-

tivities.

But this is a reading institute, and what has all this

to do with reading? Perhaps soma comments and assumptions

about reading and the nature of the reading process, and the

ways in which schools of education and the public sdhools

deal with it are in order. These are expressions of my own

personal feelings. They are offered sincerely because I think

they are true. In any event it is hoped they will form the

basis upon whidh you can re-establish your own prejudices and

draw your own conclusions.

(1) Moe:it college C-01.31'303 on reading methods are designed

to promote pedagogical proficiency in the use of basal read-

ing systems. Reading instruction which relies on a baeal

reading system is an unnaturalprocess: a process which ig-

nores the basic nature of th&child and hia own language

growth and development. Buch courses contribute little to

teacher education.

=_C2.3All children can learn to read.

3) Independenoe in reading for nearly all dhildren can

and should be

schoo17-kinger

Loved by the_end of the fi st two years in

-ton and first grade. the purpose of
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discussion here, independence is defined as the willingness

of a child to seek out a book on his own, because he wants

to read it and thinks he can.) There will be rare exceptions,

of course, but when children cannot read (as herein defined)

by the end of the first grade, the school should examine the

teacher and the program, as well as the child.

(4) Reading is an aspect of the total language emergent

process. It is not a set of skills to be studied apart.

(5) For most children learning to read iS an easy task,

a task which needJ little pedagogical support and no par-

ticular matertal support. One might say with equal certainty

that for any child learning how teaohers teach reading is a

complex and difficult task.

(6 ) Emergent language development is a personal part of

a childws total development. It is not something to be taught,

but something to be cultivated and nurtured in every poasible

situation. S it is a pars nal matter, it follows that

the initial reading vocabulary of any child should be his own

language.

Finally, all -dUcation7-including teacher educ ion--is

a continuoUs proce

lar ttme is a part

ono hopes.will be .

s. That which taken place at any particu-

of what has beenp of what is, and of what

Teacher education especially should ex

plore the "why" of education--why it was? why it is? should

it be. Then the child and his concerns and his world become

the curriculum. Knowing how to know the child, and how to

go- -questing with him become t acher education. Then the
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disciplines and methods of teaching them; the courses and

credits one gets for taking themthese, then, assume their

real importance in teacher education; and if you will look

real closely, you will find that impo tance isn't very much.



TRENDS IN TRAINING
READING TEACHERS

Ruby Shubkagle

It ia with great trap dation that I approach my topic.

My fears stem from the vastness of the subject and the am-

biguity of the word "trend".

In discussing the training of reading teachers, it is

necessary to consider the entire teacher-training program,

as well as the role of the teacher in the learning process

and the nature of the learning process itself. Reading is

an integral part of the teaching-learning process and to

isolate It does damage to the basic theory from which our

best teaching practices originate.

The word "trend" is semantically difficult when applied

to any educational process. It contains an ambiguity that

encourages deliberate and inadvertent misuse. "Trend" has

been attached to old concepts as an attention-getting device

to get funds, publicity, promotions and profits. When and

where does a trend begin, and when and where does it becoms

practice? I donTt ow. The trend in the length of women's

skirts is difficult to determine at the moment and the iden-

tification of trends in the teadhing of reading and the train-

ing of reading teadhers is impossible to identify. However,

*The Author was unable to attend the Instl
fore, this paper was not pr sented.

8
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there are new emphases and phases of ideas that have

been around since Plato and Aristotle discussed human in-

tell ctual development. So, being cowardly, I shall proceed

with emphases.

All reputable research, and scrutinized practice, indi-

cate that the most important factor in successful teaching is

the teacher. Methods, materials, school organization and

grouping are all relatively unimportant. It is the quality

of the teaching that makes the difference. Therefore, the

selection of candidates for t cher-training programs i

crucial. This is not a new insight. We have tried substi-

tuting ma erials, organization and machines for trained,

well-selected teachers, and we have failed. We are beginning

to consider the teacher as the director of learning.

Intelligent well-qualified candidates must be put into

challenging, stimulating training programs. Programs should

be based upon sound liberal arts foundations, followed by in-

ternships under truly master teachers in ghetto and middl -

class schools. This is a dangerous simplification of a vast

and involved problem. For details concerning attempts to

improve teacher education, see "Innovative Programs in Student

Teaching al We are trying to improve the quality of teacher

education.

Another emphases is 'the inclusion in the public schools

of t year old children. The lack of success in teaching

1Roy A. Edelfelt Innova n Student

Teaching. Annapolis, Marylan -, vary an tate 'epartment of
EducatiOn 1969.
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underprivileged child_ n indicates that the stimulating en-

vironment necessary for normal intellectual development must

be provided from the age of two years. This necessitat

more emphases upon language readiness and a corp of teachers

carefully chosen a;la specially trained for working with chil-

dren from two through six years of age.

Lack of success in teaching ghetto children has made Us

realize the necessity of doing more than verbalizing about in-

dividual differences. With the aid of new materials, more

flexible organizations, new insights into different modes of

learning and the inherent differences in disciplines,we are

beginning to recognize the necessity of sensitizing teachers

to the variations in human learning.

My last emphasis has to do with our new insights into

the nature of language. Our curriculum is based upon the

long-accepted assumption that language is imitative behavior;

but the linguists and biologists are proposing, oh the basis

f good evidence, that a biological view of language is essen-

tial to understanding its o gin, character and development.2

This theory of language development puts little emphases on

either societal influences or the individual Evidence from

the ethological field propOses that many specifie aspects of

human cognitive functioning are species-specific. An example

is the human ability to categorize which is an inherited and

evolved mode of adaptatidn ae is the nesting or food gather-

2Eric H. Lenneberg, Biolo ical_Foundations of Lan ua e.

w York: John Wiley and Soho, Ale., 1967.
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ing behavior of some birds or animals considered to be

species-sp cific. Readiness for different bohviors peculiar

to the species is the result _f biological development.

Speech is not social imitation but total bodily activity.

Our genetic make-up is such that we develop the capacity to

learn a language at one particular period in our lives so

readiness and releasor mechanisms are important, not imitation

or association or motivation. The period of language readi-

ness extends from the age of two through twelve. The older

the Child the more di ficult it is to learn language. After

the age of twelve, it is almost impossible to acquire fluency

in communication skills.

And what are the implications for education and teacher

education? We are beginning to look at the young child, at

his language development and the interrelationships involved,

among which are language development and intellectual capacity.

Colleges are beginning to train teachers to understand language

developmont and the young child.

Out of the emphases, I timidly identify a trend--a trend

to ard an honest endeavor to i prove education for all chil-'

dr n by admitting to our costly mistakes, consolidating our

hard won gains, and working cooperatively with all groups

concerned with the.development and_survival of the human

_specie
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SECTION II

UTILIZATION OF READING PERSONNEL



UTILIZATION OF READING PERSONNEL
Robert W. Gaddis

The key to success in almost any endeavor in life is

the ability to read, and a Child is given a better opportun-

ity to learn to read when he has a teacher who knows how to

teach reading.

There appears to be general agreement In the _esearch

available (and among the general public) that a certain per-

centage of our children have not learned to read. Whether

this percentage is increasing or decreasing significantly, I

cannot say. We have tried in a number of ways to cope with

this problem via visual aids, teaching machines, the linguis-

tics approach, programmed reading, and the use of reading

specialists. Still, in my opinion, We have not gotten at the

heart of the problem. As I see it, the heart of the problem

is to have in every elementary classroom a teacher who is

well prepared to teach developmental reading. An ounce of

developmental reading is worth a pound of remedial 1%ading.

Let us face facts! We have teachers in our elementary

classrooms who dc.l.not do a good jot) teaching. reading._ This

should not-be:too startling to us. You know, ea well

that a ,goodly number of our eleMentary -classroom teachers

o:have not -completed four. years .r c011ege: and-many of those_
": .

-120 have completed college- haVe-_not-hadteacher.tralning.
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According to the latest published fIgures issued by the

Maryland State Department of Education, 12.4 per cent of the

elementary teachers employed in Maryland do not possess a

Bachelor's degree and 30 per cent (or about one-third) of all

our elementary te chars hold provisional certificateta.

In sudh a situation as this, I think we must face r al-

Itv. We, at present, must take the teac,hers we now have, or

can employ, and train them oursellres at the local level. I

believe this training must be "on our time" durina the school

day--not after school or on Saturday without extra financial

compensa on (but that is another story).

My first point, then, is that reading is necessary for

success in the society in which we live; my second poInt is

that it is the responsibility of the individual elementary

classroom teacher to teach children to read. My third point

is that, due to many factors, a great number of children are

not learning to read.

Now, what have we done to solve this problem? In many

cases we have instituted reading programa and have created

the position of reading specialist. Realizing the riske in-

volved in generalization and over-simplification, I would

like to present somm of the óharaoterigtics of our present

solu ion, as I see it.

First, our reading programs are remedial In nature.

While it is not an original thought with me, I do agree that

remediation (in any subject area ) as we handle it in otr

schools today is a national scandal. When a dhild does no
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like to read, giving him more reading does little or nothing

to help the problem. The chances are very good indeed that

such an approach will compound the problem. I woulealso

raise a number of questions about the permanency of the bene-

ficial effects of remediation.

Most remedial programs are of the add-on variety and

such programs generally require large sums of money for im-

plementation. We should certainly keep in mind that when

budget cuts become necessary, generally the first thing "to

be cut" is the add-on, expensive remedial program

Then, our state certification requirements have

"legalized" the remedial nature of 01.12* reading programs.

Certification requirements for a teadher of reading and for

a reading specialist emphasize courses in diagnosis and cor-

rection of reading difficulties, rather than courses which

forestall such 'difficulties..

Secondly, in-many instances _ading specialist as

we see him spends-most.of his-time working with individual

dhildren or with small groups of children who are reading

below grade level. When the reading specialist steps in and

works primarily With children, the classroom teacher steps

out. Such a situation creates,:on the part of the classroom

teacher, a feeling of not being immediately responsible for

the progress of the child. The classroom teacher many times

dould,.and doss say,,in effecti-"Thatf:s not my problem; see

the reading eve

Finally, i

alist."

the reading picture today :as I' see it m



reading specialists tend to isolate themselvee from the edu-

cational scene. As specialists, they need a fully equipped

office and, of course, their salary must be higher then that

of their fellow-teachers. Their work load is reduced to a

very limiteA number of students per day and they need free

time to study and to analyze research. Make no mistake, down

deep such isolation does not endear the specialist to the

classroom teacher.

have taken time to say all of the foregoing to estab-

lish background for the position I now set before you.

I sincerely:believe that if we are to have effective

reading programs the_reading_specialista_must work primarily

ddirectl wIth classroom teachers (not children) to help

them become more f c v teachers f_develo- me -1 readin

(not remedial readi Nost Classroom teachers need and

want help in this area; moat classroom teachers want to be

better, more effective teachers. By concentrating his ef-

forts upon the teacher, the reading specialist can greatly

increase his area of effectiveness and influence upon a

greater number of children. He will also give the teacher

a areater sense of nafillment and worth and teachers appre-

ciate this. Hewill ward off miatakes that require remedia-

tion before they oceur. As we become more proficient in

individualizing instruction -and we are making progreas), the

need for remediation decreases anyway, since the cla-sroom

teacher adjusts thellovel and rate of inatruction,.to fit each

Individual stud nt.
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I urge you to consider the position I have taken. I

sine rely believe this change in assignment for the reading

specialibt will improve the educational process and, after

all, this is the reason we are In business.



A NEW LOOK AT THE ROLE
OF THE READING SPECIALIc

Dorothy Douglas Sullivan

Scno 1 systems and those in higher education responsible

for the training of reading specialists Are facing a multi-

faceted problem relating to the utilization of reading spec-

ialists in the school system. For the purposes of this paper,

a reading specialist is defined as one fulfilling the criter-

ia established by the Maryland State Depe tment of Education.

This position is to be distinguished from the position of

reading teacher and its criteria. The traditIonal concept

of the reading specialist as the one who deals with the diag

nosis and remediation of the severely disabled reader is being

challenged as increasing numbers Of children are being iden-

tified as having specifit deficits in their reading skills.

The Need for a Now Role

It is not the purpose here to point out that there are

increasing percentages of Children not 1 arning to read by

the reading instruction currently being offered them, and

then to challenge the validity of these reading programs.

This author prefers to take the viewpoint that the increas-

ing sophistication in the knowledge of the reading process

and skills necessary for effective and efficient adult read-

ing is enabling edutational personnel responsible for the

18
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development of these skills to be increasingly specific, and

critical, in terms of the skill deficits of the Children as

they move through the K-12 reading programs. We are being

more critical in view of the objectives of these programs.

This new role of the reading specialist has evolved as

it has become increasing17 apparent that many problems

brought, or referred,to the reading teachers by the classroom

teachers, could and should have been handled within the class-

room setting. Reading specialists have found that many chil-

dron are not getting the most effective reading instruction

in their classroom experiences and are, consequently, feeling

and becoming inadequate in their mastery of reading skills.

Sound. logic has led these reading specialists to want to

help these children before the damage is done. The earliest

effort in the early 1960's was to develop diagnostic,batter-

ies for early identification,of potential reading dieabilities

among first-grade children. Following this initial attack on

the problem was an emphasis on examination Of the reading ex-

periences provided Children in the early grades basically in

terms of reading instruction as set by various types of ma-

terials-. The U. S. Office of Education's First Grade and

Follow-Up Studies found, and net too surprisingly, that it

was the teacher, and not the material or method, that--made

the _ignificant difference.

The reading specialist, therefore, has come to réCogn

that it is the Classrooft teacher who Meeds the help in-order

to prevent the reading problems of children. This immediate-
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ly may imply to some that classroom teachers have been ne-

glecting their job. It is inaccurate to make such an accusa-

tion. It is more a matter of the lack of sufficient knowledge

of the reading process and development of skills. With the

limited training in reading instruction content and techniques

in pre-service education programs, the beginning teacher comes

to the classroom not fully prepared for the responsibilities

in developing effective and efficient readers. Furthermore,

the school systems have not undertaken the necessary in-

srvice programs to help teachers continue to develop the

necessary know-how for most effective reading instruction.

In7service has been the responsibility of the area super-

visor, a generalist by necessity in most cases, to provide

the help teachers needed in reading. Unfortunately, in some

systems the supervisor also has the responsibility of evalua-

tion of the teachers. This condition does not lend itself to

teachers exposing their feelings of instructional inadequacies

to the supervisor. There are several very real reasons why

the area supervisor experiences difficulties in attempting

to provide effective in-service programs in reading: (1) the

limited amounts of time for supervisors to carry on in-ser-

vice, (2) the supervisors' limited knowledge of reading, and

(3) the limiting relationship of eUpervisors as evaluators

of teachers. As a result, sufficient:belly hae not been avail-

able to teachers in order to provide the most effective read-

ing instruction in the Classroom. it,is evident, then, that

the help needed must come from _ceding personnel who are
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spe alists in reading, who have successfully operated 1_ the

classroom themselves, and who work effectively with teachers

in terms of bringing about instructional chang

The New Role

As a consequence of the problem, a major change in the

focu- of the role of the reading specialtst is becoming evi-

dent in certain school systems. That change 13 viewing the

reading specialist in the dimension of one who helps to pre-

vent, rather than one restricted to curing reading disabili-

ties. This change immediately affects the whole concept of

the role, and the training of the reading specialist. This

change not only affects the reading specialist, but also the

classroom teacher, the principal, and the supervisor. This

change moves the reading specialist into the classroom with

an emphasis on analysis of the reading experiences of chil-

dren, both in reading instruction per se and in reading

activities within content area . It involves reading apec

ialiste working mainly with teachers rather than with chIl-

dran. There is an emphasis on working relationships with

pears as well as with children. There is also an eMphasis in

helping others to recognize the need for change in instruc-

tional procedures and organitation And to help:others move

toward more effective reading programs:rather-than initiating

and carrying out the job onesalf.
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Problems of the New Eole

Defining the new'role of the reading specialist in terms

of a focus on improve -nt of reading instruction in the class-

room adds several facets :o the problem of effective utiliza-

tion of reading specialists. The firat might be identified

as the acceptance of this new role by the various school per-

sonnel who will be involved--the teacher, the principal, the

supervisor, and the reading specialist. There must be agree-

ment and acceptance of this role of the reading specialist,

if the role is to be.effective. It is important that all in

volved agree as to whether the reading specialist servos as

an instructional consultant who might carry out one or all of

the following functions:

1. a consultant to teachers to improve reading
instruction in the classroom

2. a logician and organizer of inservice training
in reading needed by the school faCulty

a diagnostician of those dhildren: who are
severely diSabled readers

a director of reMsdiation programs of the se-
verely disabled readers.

Depending upon the size of the school and the extent of the

need for the services of a reading specialist, it may well

be that there are supporting personnel such as reading teach-

ers, reading aids, etc., working with the reading specialist.

As th, role ofthe "reading teacher" changes to that of

a r source teacher, many-.:,willfindthemselves not equipped

for such responsibilities. They do notHhave:_tha_training :

necessary nor the inclination for such a role. But there are
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reading specialists appearing on the school scene who are

ready to assume this new role. Their training has been

directed to these new responsibilities. They cannot be

viewed simply as diagnosticians and remediation personnel

for the limited number of clinics in the school systems.

Their training has focused not only on becoming specialists

in diagnosis and remediation, but also on basic principles

of curriculum development and.working as consultants to clas

room teachers. While there will always be the need for spec-

ialists in clinics for the small percentage of children

needing clinical help, more of the reading specialists cur-

rently in'the school systems will need to "retool" themselves

for this new role.

As these reading specialists become available for the

new role another facet of the problem becomes evident, that

of the untrained reading teadhers now employed in the schools.

There may or may not be much demand for their services, This

is a professional matter that mU.44t be faced by school systems

and teacher associations. This particular problem is already

on the scene. Granted it involves greater expense to employ

the'reading dpeCialidt in this hew rols than to hire he

°reading' teadher . But it will nOt'be too soon when School

systemb' have replaced the tiding teadher"with the preeently
,

accepted role Of teaching small groups of children in con-

vetted's'torag obis with the "readirig speCiallat" aa an in-

structional: consultant.



OPEN THE DOOR
Drama Fischer

Let us open the door and take a look into a reading

room. Here we see a small attractive room with a variety of

materials on display. We also see the readlng teacher and a

small group of pupils. After a few minutes of instruc ion,

the pupils leave to return to their classrooms but the read-

ing teacher stays in the room.

If we believe that we must better utilize reading per-

sonnel; if we believe that the program of tomorrow must be

better than that of today; if we believe that the influence

of the reading teacher must be widened and deopened--then we

must get out of that room We must throw open the door.-

The position of this paper is to discuss the utiliza-

tion of reading personnel. I am establishing an open-the-

door policy which will be developed in three areas: elementary,

secondary and the reading ccanter.

ELEMENTARY

Open the door-. The ràadtng teacher in the element's

school must iven the door of his small room and CoMe out-, Ha

has been doing a ROOd job inAlis roo4S but when he steps out,

he will meet many more than just his seleCted -pupil's. HS will

meet with the teachers and heipplan programs on a school-

wide basi



He can still direct or conduct diagnoses of individual

pupils, but now and more im-,ortant he must take more time to

confer with the pupil's classroom teacher. The classroom

teacher's knowledge of the pupil's personality, plus the

reading teacher s specific awareness of strengths and weak-

nesses, can be combined into a meaningful and effective pro-

gram involving the two teachers and their combined pupils.

The reading teacher must have the time to plan and de-

velop new programs in the classroom with the classroom t ach-

er. These programs would involve all pupils and thus all

types of readers from the reader with problems to the gifted

reader. Many times, in this writer's opinion, the gifted

reader has been overlooked and deprived of a reading program

to meet his needs. Every pupil's needs should be taken into

consideration when planning a program and it should be a co-

operative task of the reading teacher and the classroom teacn-

If these programs are to be developed, there should be a

reading teacher in each elementa y school.

The reading teacher will not just show materials to

criers, but will help them learn about the materials and

I demonstrate within the classroom how these materials

can best be used. A follow-up of assistance and suggestions

concerning their effective use can also be provided.

Parents must also be included in the program. One way

for the reading teacher to involve parents is to conduct

parent reading discussion groups. These should probably be

scheduled in the evening to allow working parents to attend.
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As Wilson states, "Parents want to help their child, can help

their child, and will he2p their child:" (1967). Let us

ach the parents how they can help, and keep them informed

about techniques methods, and materials being used in the

reading programs in the schools.

All of this will take time. But once the reading teacher

does open the door, he will have the timm to do these things.

In thin writer's opinion, he will spend his time in a more

profitable way.

Some pupils may still need small group ins r c ion. The

reading teacher should schedule a limited amount of this in-

struction, and it should be done on a short-term basis. But

to spend twenty or thirty minutes teaching these pupils in

the reading room is not the answer to their reading problems.

A pupil may succeed in the reading room on the level of mater-

ial appropriate for him, but meet frustration once he is back

in the classroom. Robinson makes this point when he states,

If a remedial reading program is servicing a portion
of the school population on a time schedule such as
two, three, or five periods a week, twenty minutes to

an hour in duration, don't accept the cliche, "take
the child where he is," without nmre serious consider-
ation. If he goes back to situations in classrooms
where he is expected to attempt to read materials
beyond the reading level assigned to him by the read-
ing teacher, he needs more assistance than just work-
ing on grade level. "Taking him where he is" must
refer to his total place In the school society. A
dichotomy between the remedial program and the class-
room programs must not exist. (1968)

The reading teacher must help this pupil succeed, not

just for twenty or thirty minutes a day, but in his totai

program. He must open the door of his room and go out into
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the school. Open the door!

SECONDARY

If our elementary reading programs need iznprovonient, It

stands tct reason that our secondary reading program needs to

change also. There are many reasons for this change. I will

enumerate three of the most important.

Fifty years ago many boys and girls that are presently

in our high schools would not have entered high school. In

1968 tha U.S. Office of Education reported that enrollment

grades 9 to 12,compared with the population between the ages

of 14 to 17 in 1919-1920, was 32.3% and in 1967-68 was 93.7%.

Secondly, not everyone, even On the secondary level, of the

same chtonological age can read equally well. Karlin

this point,

In any high school class students vary in their mas-
tery of the reading skills. It would be impossible
to find a class in which every student's reading
ability was identical with that of all the others.
Some may be performing at a satisfactory level, yet
may be quite capable of surpassing their present
performances; others may be seriously handicapped
readers; both have reading problems. (1964)

Thirdly, there is a widespread demand for efficient reading.

Karlin also comaents on this point. He states,

We need to sort out from the M&88 of printed.material
that daily confronts Us the fact from opinion, truth
from half-truth, information freim emotion. From all
sides we are bombarded almost constantly with propa-
ganda and slanted Ianguage,_and the,ability to think
and read critically Is demanded conatantly in a world
that makes such wide use of so many communications
media. (1964)
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Hire a reading teacher, give him a small room, and send

hin the problem readers. This has been the answer to the

secondary reading program. Will this continue to be our

answer? Can we meet the demands of more readers, of readers

with different abilities, and of more efficient readers by

just instructing a small portion of the school population in

the reading room?

It is possible that some work should be continued with

certain pupils in small group si.tuations in the reading room.

Newton stresses this point in his statement,

While it is true that work should be continued with
certain students who are late maturing, upset emo-
tionally, come from foreign sneaking homes, or from
atypical cultural environments, such remediation
will not reach every student. A good remedial pro-
gram is part of a good developmental program, but
it cannot and should not be substituted for it.
(1966)

agree, this is a small part of a good developmental pro-

gram. But in this writer's opinion, the best way to make the

reading program effective is. to place it not only in the read-

ing room, but in every classroom.

Here is where the reading teacher in the secondary

schools must open some doors.

Many secondary classroom teachers say they want to im-

prove their pupils' reading ability. J3ut they make bhe com-

ments, "I don't have the tinm to teach reading," or "I don't

know how to teach reading." Patterson investigatecLthe atti-

tudes and effort,s of classroom teachers in helping pupils,

improve in reading. Running through the responses of these

teachers were two major concerns.



First they felt that attention to reading was some-
thing extra added to the teaching of subject content,
and as one teacher complained, ". . I cannot spare
time from improvement of study techniques by my
pupils." The second was the lack of understanding
as to how to improve reading competencies, were time
available. For examole, the same teacher also stated,
"I am not sure that I know how to tell them to im-
prove." (1968)

Umans commented on the fact that,

One of the most difficult tasks is to help subject-
matter teachers see the necessity of teaching skills
directly related to the reading of the particular
subject-- Somehow, the feeling peraists that reading
is always taught "elsewhere" and "at another time."
(1963)

From the results of a five-state survey, Simmons concluded,

In spite of often repeated, "Every teacher a teacher
of reading cliche," this study gives potent support
to the need for trained and qualified reading person-
nel who can give adequate help to the classroom teach-
er so that he may in truth become a teacher of reading.
(1963)

Herber comments that,

Content teachers do not need to be convinced their
students need help. .They need more than reminders
and clarifications. They need practical suggestions
that have proven successful. To these they will
respond. (1966)

As this research points out, the heed is there. The

reading teacher Is uniquely qualified to fulfill the nsed.

He should be Available to serve as a consultant to the class-

room teacher, and should have time to work with teachers in

their own classrooms This writer is not emphasizing one

demonstration leason.or the one in-service meeting showing

how to teach-reading. Rather, I am stressing the cooperative

and continuou working together of the-reading teacher and

the classroom teacher. The reading teacher should also help
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in other ways: in selecting and developing materials, in

sharing materials, in buildinc! Informal tests from content

material, and in suggesting methods appropriate to individ-

ual needs.

It would be ideal if all t achers from the art instruc-

tor to the baseball coach would teach the reading necessary

for the mastery of their subject, but they are presently not

doing it. It is, therefore, realistic and necessary to ef-

fect erlanges. But to bring about changes in the teaching of

reading in the content areas, the reading teacher must be

willing to leave his room and go where the action is--the

classroom. Open the door.

THE READING CENTER

The reading center should have a staff of reading spec-

ialists who are available to assist any school personnel in

the improvement of reading instruction. The staff should be

divided into two groups: diagnosticians and consultants.

The diagnostician's job should be two-fold. First, he

should plan and conduct a diagnosis for pupils referred to

the center. Second, he should plan with the pupil's teacher

or reading teacher, or preferably with both, how the remedi-

at on indicated by the diagnosia can be carried out. Once

the school personnel and the diagnostician_have agreed on an

instructional plan,-then definite stepe ahould be taken to

put it into effect for the pupil.

.This Is another:of ng open-the-door poli les. The
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diagnostician must open the door of the reading center. He

must come out of the center and follow-up his referral recom-

mendations to the schools. Do his recommendations really

work? Or do they just look good on paper.

going into the schools and actually working wi h the

clessro m teacher and the reading teacher to implement his

recommendation, the diagnostician's servIces would be put tc

optimum use. His recommendations should fit the needs of the

pupil, but they also should be ones that can be carried out

in the school. Once they fit the pupil and the school, then

they ahould be integrated into the pupil's thetruetional pro-

gram.

Through this two-way cooperation of the reading center

and the school, a better focus could be placed upon the pupil.

All that is needed' is to open that door:

The consUltant's job would be a varying one. He would

bs assigned to tasks aS schools request his services. For

example, he Might be asked to help teachers do group screen-

ing, to assist in selection of materials, or to plan workshops

for teachera: or conduct in-Service meetings.

The consultant should-have a general knowledge of all

areAS of reading, but should probably concentrate in either

elementary or secondary areas. Many of the'techniqUes, ma-

terials, and diagnostic tool's are different for these two

areas and thus it beoozne3 alxno3t impbssible to beCome pro=.

ficient in both. Concent ation in one area, in this writer's

opinion, is more economical,- more efficient, and more'prac-

tioal.
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The head of the reeding center should receive all re-

quests for services. He should evaluate requests as to what

services they involve.

One day a week would be an unassigned day for reading

center personnel. In the morning there would be separate

meetings for diagnosticians and for consultants.

At the diagnosticians' meeting, all referrals for diag-

nosing for the next week would be presented and discussed,

and the work-load would be aelected and planned.

At the consultants' meeting, each school's request for

service- would be presented with all available information,

and the consultants would select the requests they wanted to

work on in the next week.

A self-selection of tasks is v ry benefIcIal, in this

writer's opinion. A task selected, rather than aasigned,

a task more important and more meaningful.

Since both diagnosticians and consultants should keep

up-to-date on information and research concerning their work,

they should be permitted time for individual study. Some

time would be available for individual study or research on

the unaasigned day.

For both efficiency and economy in conducting research,

the reading center should house a resource room, containing

pamphlets, magazines, and professional books. Thus, the time

available for research by readingcenter personnel could be

used most expeditiously.

If the budget allows, a teacher-librarian should be



assigner2 the resource room. His job would be to evaluate

and order materials keep reading teachers informed about new

materials, and help the personnel at the center in conduct-

ing their research.

So we see that the open-the-door policy can work at the

reading center, too. The diagnostician can open his door and

go to the schools to help implement his recommendations. The

consultant can open some doors as to what types of services

he can provide.

SUMMARY

In this position paper, this writer has taken the open-

the-door policy for utilization of reading personnel. Robin-

son states, "Change iS inevitable. We must change to keep

pace with the times, as difficult as the path may seem at

times" (1968). If reading teachers and reading specialists

do open their doo N and take the path into the wider world

of the total school experience, their skills can benefit thu

ahole school staff, the whole population of the school. If

they stay in their little rooms, dealing with small groups of

children for brief periods of the Children's day, perhaps in

the future they may wryly consider the words of T. S. Eliot:

(Four Quar ts -Burnt Norton)

Footfalls echo in the memory
Down the.passage we did not take
Towards the door we never opened. .

We muat change for the future! Open the door1
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AN ADMINISTRATOR VIEWS
UTILIZATION OF READING PERSONNEL

Richard W. O'Donnell

Derining the Term

In one school district reading personnel could mean a

reading diagnostician. This person would: diagnose stu-

dents* reading abilities; interpret test results to adminis-

trators, teachers, and make recommendations. Another school

district may have a remedial reading teacher assigned to one

or more sdhools. This teacher would schedule students as

frequently as possible for private or small group instruction

within or outside the regular classroom. Other distridts may

haVe a reading orranguage arts supervIsor. This person would

provide services to sehools regarding reading, i.e., inter-

pret test results, meet with parent-teacher groups, assist in

faculty meetings, and contribute to a course of study. Some

districts may use university professors as consultants to

conduct workshops or in-service training. Some school dis-

tricts may be organized to utilize the services of one or all

of these specialists.

Po t. purposes

may be applied to

of his paper, the term "reading p rsonnel"

any of the professional staff specializing

in reading previously cited.

35
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Role

The role of the reading specialist must be: well de-

fined; understood by all; non-threatening; and agreed upon

by all if his services are going to improve the quality of

reading instruction. Wylie surveyed two hundred classroom

*erachers and reading specialists on their perception of the

role of the specialist (Wylie, 1969, p. 522). Their percep-

tions are reflected as follows:

Questions Teachers 'Apecialista

Role of Supplier of materials, Concerned with mater-
specialist demonstrator of tech- ials, tima allotments,

niques, director of in- grouping, curriculum,
formal diagnostic and administrative or-
corrective classroom ganization
procedMres

Implementation
of aid

Personalized, informal Greater numbers, grade
smcll group level meetings, ori-

entation, programs,
bulletins

Information, ma- Both teachers and specialists agreed on ma-
terial procedures terials to vary program, provide meaningful

seatwork, and iatroduction of new materials

Characteristics Knowledge in depth of To establish rapport,
most important for reading, ability to constructive criti-
the specialist to give constructive crit- cism, treating all
possess icism, willingness to teachers alike

consult

Utiliza ion

This writer knows of no evid nee to indicate that God

was ever a scnool administrator. So, unfortunately, we don't

know "the" wey to utilize reading personnel anymore than we

know "the" method to teach reading, or "the" grouping method

to solve reading problems, or "the" set of materials that will
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solve all the problems In the teaching of reading. We just

don't know "the" way to snlve any of these things.

In a recent _tudy, the utilization or reading specialists

was examined (Smith, 1969, p. 698). A significant finding was

that the reading specialist was utilized differently in every

school. Some of the factors which influenced how the read-

ing specialist waa used were: the particular needs of the

School; the reception of the reading teacher by the staff; the

competencies of the resource specialist; and the ability of

the principal.

The differences within school faculties, the abilities

of principals, and unique problems of schools should be con-

sidered in tbe utilization of all personnel just au we con-

sider the various differences in pupils' abilitiee When we

make adjustments to attempt to individualize instruction.

Mmportance of Principals

The succees of the reading prog_am or any other endeavor

in schools, as we know schools today, depends on the best

efforts of the key person in.the school--the principal.

An effective principal will have a climate in_the school

that is .conducive to experimmntation, innoeatien,. and Ohangs.

This writer has.found :tleat any in-aervice program, whieh is

to result in a_change in teadhers behavior in the classroom,

must evolve from the teachers.. 7baymmst percer_ the prob-

lems, bp convineed something can be done alle

and be involved pooperatively with line and staf

in planning a ccUrse of, action,

1:ate them

personnel

one person, in today's
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schools, that is able to effect these conditio_s ts the

principal.

Quality of Teachers

Providing children with competent, effective, ent-usi-

astic teachers ie the sine aaa non of a good reading program.

The literature abounds with detailed reviews of research con-

cerned with personality traits and successful teaching. There

is agreement in recognizing two aspects of the teacher's

role--ntellectual and human. That is, the te cher must know

his subject and have sufficient skill in human rola ions to

make him successful.

The writer recalls an inc dent while visiting an ele-

mentary classroom during thai ading period. One student was

standing in the front of the roomwith her nose touching the

dhalkboard. She had to stand slightly tiptoed to keep her

nose within a circle that Lad been drawn.

One does not need an advanced degree to recognize that

a teacher performing at this level does not need a lesson in

phonics, linguistics, or grouping. Rather, she needs such

basics as: psydhology, child growth and development, how to

be a human being and see her sludents as human beings with

feelings. We do not need $15,000 a year teachers to perform

at this level. We could get housewives for the current mini-

mum hourly wage. There is little doubt that a dedicated,

highly motivated, empathic teacher can make most reasonable

schemaa or methods work, while teachers not rully committed

and lacking warmth can meet with a notable lack of success.

46



Many of the improvements we seek In education can be

realized by Increasing fundso building new plants, and im-

proving courses of study. But the most significant improv

ment will come when teachers improve.
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EVALUAT I ON OF I NNOVAT I ONS

Mrs. Mary R. Hovet

Innovations may be defined as the adoption of new

educational practices as used by a school system in attempt-

ing to adjust to dhange in our environment. If this defini-

tion is accepted, then we have to innovate because changes

are sn pronounced in today's world. Many feel that we are

now in a real revolution in education and the evidence seeme

to bear this out.

The educational enterprise can change lts,structure,

alter Its purposes, adjust the number and competencies or

its personnel with little real effect on the educational ex-

periences of dhildren. The adoption of new educational prac-

tices which really alter the educational program seems to be

the main issue of the day.

We educators would like te think that innovation,

the adoption of new practices, has builtwin evaluation. This

ls not true. Much is innovation for its own sake and does

not necessarily include any appraisal of the new practices.

The progress of schools over the last four years has

clearly exhibited the worth and application of researah and

*Dr. James DiVirgillio presented this paper, as the
author was unable to attend the Institute.

La



dev lopment to the innovative processes. Much has been

learned,but until recently there has been little recognition

of the importance of educational research. Educators are

now beginning to appreciate the need for reliable knowledge

RS a basis for educational planning. There is a growing

awareness s:.f the scarcity of this type knowledge relating to

education.

Reliable evaluations of the product of the schools are

necessary to effective planning for improving instruction.

EwAluation is a fundamental part of the learning process.

It is the means by which progress in learning should be de-

termined. Major elements in evaluation include the following:

1. Defining appropriate objectives.

2. Obtaining evidence regarding the degree to whicb
the objectives are achieved.

3. Carefully interpreting the evidence.

L. Constructively communicating results to those
concerned.

The evaluation process will be helpful only if goals are

realistic, if the evaluation tools used are appropriate, end

if interpretation is sound. This evaluation process.requires

techniques for measuring potentials. While a child's ability

to read can be tested and his ability to solve mathematical

problems can be measured, it ts quite another thing to raise

questions about his ability to think critically, to assume

leadership roles, and to analyze information.

We know that evaluation is a continuous process and that

rmally and informally It occurs throughout the educational
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system, but we also know that the only way significant im-

provements can be made in the educati(-rinl effort is to improve

the methods of designing and conducting evaluation programs.

Many researchers have urged educators to develop prototype

model systems that can exhibit new learning materials and new

methods and techniques of learning to both the profession and

the public. This is the path that the Howard County school

system chose to follow--that is, a model school set-up.

The financial support from the federal government enabled

the changes to be made in Howard County under Title III of

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. A Title III com-

mittee developed a proposal for the establishment of a model

elementary school in Howard County. This was followed by a

similar proposal for the operation of a model middle school

and this will be followed by another proposal for the opera-

tion of a model high school. This will give the county a

complete model school system which will involve students from

kindergarten through -!rade twelve. There is a three-phase

plan involving the development of an education program for a

model elementary, a model middle, and a model high school.

The phases of the development are:

1. Planning of the model elementary program

2. Operation of the model elementary schools.
Beginning evaluation of the model elementary program
Planning the model middle school

Continued evaluation of-the,model elementary program
Operation of the model middle school
Beginning evaluation of the model middle school
Planning of the model high school
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At this point it will be the responsibility of the county to

continue into phase 14.. When the high school finally is in

operation, there will be a K-12 exemplary system of public

schools in Howard County.

The proposal was to establish and operate the model

schools in flexible, open space school buildings in which the

main characteristics of the educational program would be in-

dividualization of instruction for the pupils in attendance.

It was further proposed to demonstrate how individualization

of instruction could be accomplished and how the results ob-

tained might be evaluated.

Project evaluation beoame a major part of the proposal,

so major and so lumportant,in fact, that the decision was made

to have the project evaluation done through a research da-

sign structured by the University of Maryland Field Service.

This design was to assess attainment of the behavioral goals

accompltshed through individualization of instruction in the

model school and further to in some way, determine the ex-

tent of diffusio, of the methods used in the model schools

throughout ,the other schools in Howard County.

The evaluation of the model elementary school is de-

scribed in the Title III proposal as being addressed to the

answering of two major questions:

1.. Is the model school., in tact, different from
other sohbols in Howard County?

Is the program foUnd in .the model school of a
higher quality thar programs found im other
schools in Howard County?
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deal:

1. Is the model school design conceptually sound,
possessing inherent potential to effect desir-
able change in the schools of the county?

2. How well is the proposed design implemented by
the school staff, the consultants, the central
office personnel, and the community?

3. How desirable are the attained outcomes of the
model school plan?

4. What demonstrable influence does the model
school exert on fther schools in the county?

Similar questions will be studied at the middle school

and the high school levels as the project continues.

At the moment, the evaluation process is in regard to

the model elementary school. As we know, the performance of

the students under study must be compared to an established

standard. In our study two control schools are being used.

One of the control schools has been chosen because it nearly

approximates the model elementary school in similarity of

student background. The analyses of this similarity has been

made on student ability level and on socio-economic status.

The other Is a school housed in an open-spaced facility stM-

ilar to that of the model school.

A major part of the study has involved the dsvelopment

of an approach for obtaining measures of stUdent behavior

other than that which is normally measured on the standard-

ized tests. This creates much d1fficulty in that Instruments

for measuring behavioral outcomes are not available. To

complicate the problem even further, the instructional pro-
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tional classroom structure where group observation m od s

hove been based upon classroom groups. The University of

Maryland has evolved an approach which focuses upon individ-

ual students and categories of behavior common to lifferent

situations. In addition to this, the f 11 wing tests are

being used:

Achievement: Iowa Tests of Basic Skills

General Ability: Lorge-Thorndike

Teacher Attitude: Organizational Climate D seription
Questionnaire (OCDQ)

Studont Adjustment: 3cience Research Associates
Problems Checklist

Student Perceptions of School Environment: Element
School Lnvironment Survey

Observed behaviors and settings: duration and frequency
measures bused upon systematic obser-
Vations of individual students.

Hopefully, the results of this evaluation, which will

be given to the Board of Education in October, will be posi-

tive, but I hasten to add that scientific research is not

judged fruitless even when results are zero or "negative."

Neither should unsuccessful projects be considered useless.

Favorable results are not necessities. It is worthwhile to

determine the bases for negative results in a certain educa-

tional community. This information, when combined with re-

sults from other communitieJ, leads to improved e_!ucation on

a nationwide basis.



consider the work we are doing in Howard County as

being an experiment that will advance the knowledge of im-

proved methods, techniques, and materials to enhance student

learning.



CURR I CULUM PR 1 OR I T I ES

Louise M. Berman

Our children are taking in many fragmented bits of

life. Death, dope, life, sex, race, materialism, war, happi-

ness, sadness, reality, unreality--without our awareness the

child is constantly bombarded with an avalanche of ideas

which oftentimes he has had no part in croating. How can we

gather here to talk about curriculum priorities when we have

so very little knowledge of what the child has actually felt,

seen, he,rd--or known? How can the child even know who h_

is when he lives in a world so torn apart by superficialities,

such as skin color or the abundance or lack of abundance of

mate 'al possessions?

We only dare undertake the task to which we have m-

mitted ourselves if we listen to the child and simultaneously

try to decide who this creature is and what he is capable of

becoming.

WHAT MANNER OP

Any educational insti ution to be effective must have

some conception of the man It is trying to educate. An in

stitution without a vision of what man is and can be is spend-



trig its time in random types of activ.tio. s

Let me take a few minutes ,o share witn you one view of

man and then conclude with some thoughts about curricular ex-

periences which might help develop the composite picture

am outlining. In passing, I might comment that I am discus-

sing man idealized and not man as he has become in some sit-

uations. Our concern is with man as he can and needs Eo

become if he is to live adequately in a world changin

shifting at a terrifying pace.

Man possesses elements of dynamism, motion, and re-

sponsibility. Th,se qualitiel enable him to survive, yes,

ev n to be a contributing member of the society or which he

is part.

Man is ongoing, grpwing, and developing. He may and

should achieve stability at points; but inertness, staticism,

ri idity, or unthinking behavior seldom characterize him.

Perhaps the greatest deterrent to new insights and new

forms of behavior is crystallized kinds oi behavior which

might have been adequate or appropriate to one time or place,

but which lack "connection" with other situations.

Man has an insatiable curiosity and is anxious to search

for new information, meanings and values. At times this

search may cause discomfort as old insights must be ass mi-

lated into the newor even, at times, discard d for the n

New dreams, hopes and visions often result when acknowledg-

m nt is made of the obsolete and freshness is encouraged.

Man is careful to select out the meaningful from the
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the non-critical elements of life. The degree of change the

person plans for himself is undert,aken -ith purpose.

Man has a broad,rather then a narrow or restrict-d.field

vision. Ho haz learned to see increasingly more in his

counters with persons, events, and things. In addition,

develops a wide range of intellectual skills, such as compar-

ing, analyzing, evaluating, extending, elaborating, and pat-

terning. These skills facilitate his _inding creative

solutions to the problems he encounters.

Man is a generator as opposed to a parasite. In his

healthy state, man likes to initiate activity. In this con-

text, he may bump into conflict but he prefers to reconcile

or at least deal with conflict rather than avoid it.

Man is interested in the possible rather than only the

probable.. Hs is spontaneous as well as delibe.,ate. When a

task challenges his vision and energies he is extravagant

in his expenditure of energies and fervent in spirit,

Man tends toward inward integrit.y rather than outward

curformity. He has a friendliness to difference and newness

as opposed to hostility to the unknown. Man is even comfor-

table in situations which he realizes may necessitate his

being momentarily uncomfortable in order to bring about needed

improvement.

Activity is paced in a variety of ways for the person

realizes that in .shifts of pace is relaxation. He also

aware that the burst or energy which some projects neces
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restorative powers are to ensue so that new types of commit-

ment are to dev lop.

Man takes into account that fliigt9k es are pa t of living.

His mistakes, however, are the result of premature rather than

after-the-fact sharing of ideas, from errors of commission

rather than rors of ornision, from overestimation rather

than underestimation. Mistakes are handled with forthrigh

ness and bravery rather than cowardice. Man lives more in

anticipation of what is to come that he can do well rather

than what is past that he may have done poorly. Prospect

rather than retrospect characterizes the person.

Man has an acute interest in the moral and the ethical.

He is interested in the past as it relates to the present and

future. Rather than dissipatinp his energies, he tries to

channel them into causes and activit es which he deam worth-

while. Preoccupation with the ethical is seen as an Integral

part of life, and much of his activity refl cts cent n ous,

ethical decision-making.

The person we are describing is con -ibutor to, as well

as a recipient of, society's resources.

WHAT KINDS OF CURRICULAR PRIORITIZS?

In view of the present nature of _society and in view of

kind of man we deem adequate to deal in a constructive

manner with the vicis itudes of lire both in today's and to-

morrowts world, what should the nature of curriculum be?
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First, let us examine what the cLrrLculu m uld not

be.
1. The curriculum should not be a disconnected series

of facts units, or subjects whch focus primarily upon what

is known. Children today have less reason and desire to know

the facts of the past than they do to create knowledge criti-

cal to the world in which they are and will live.

2. The curriculum should not be designed without con-

sidering and involving the learner in experiences which have

some bearing upon him.

3. The curriculum should not be merely a logical organ-

ization of content. The curriculum should be heavily flavored

with exciting peak kinds of experiences which provide opportun-

ities for the studen'.; to gain new insights and to find new

direction.

This means that direct encount rs with persons will re-

place rote learning. Artistic materials will be used along

with the more scientific.

4. The curriculum should never be static or fixed. It

must be in a constant state of flux incorporating the activ-

ity and thinking of educational leaders, publshers, teachers,

lay persons--each working at their own tasks and their own

levels. The Curriculum is more than appears on paper, for

it occurs in all the transactions which children have with

teachers, materIals, and others under the jurisdiction of the

school.

Now let us direct our attention to what should be new
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priorities in the curricuiwn, The ingredients may be treated

as separate curriular areas, superimposed upon the old areas,

or developed into totally new currirluler designs. Of course,

I would like to see the latter happen, but realize this would

take much work. , thought, and commitment to the need of new

learninge for our children.

Attention to the Art of Ferceivin

It is impossible to live in a truly human manner unless

one has learned to take in what is really out there. Chil-

dren need to be taught to differentiate between their dreams

and wishes and actuality. It is in the intake of the real

that persona let4rn to perform other peculiarly human funct ons

aright. For example, one cannot be truly creative unless one

has accumulated a mass of perceptions of reality. Hospital-

ty of the senses to newness provides the base for all types

f learning.

Communication as the Enh
Firraona3-71;Fax=

of

The school has long given attention to teaching the

mUnication skills. Wa have all gone through the motions

diagramming sentences, of readin- aloud from readers, or re-

citing poetry memorized by the class. However, few children

spend adequate timo learning ekilla of responding w thin the

--aping or another person of using communication procedures

to insure that what he thinks he is saying is actually being

"heard " Our communication is often of what is outside the

person rather than of what the person thinks, feels, and is.



It is in the communication of personal meaning that children

need increased practice. They need to be allowed to talk

about what is important to them, what concerns them, and what

dreams and hopes they hold.

4b iii jpH andle Conflict

Intergenerational, interpersonal, interracial, in

tional and other types of conflict are the order or the dal.

These conflicts nesd to be acknowledged and stet d tn such a

way that dhildren and educators can make some 4ecisions 6hont

the conflict in question. Should it be ignored? Should an

attempt be made to reeolve it? Should further information be

sought about the issues inheren in it? What actionD tf any,

should be taken? What kinds of conflictful situations can

best be handled by our schools, and what ow:3 are best left

to other institutions Because of the multiple kinds of con-

flict aituations with which the child must copes it is appro-

priate that the school give increased attention to this

phenomenon.

Attention to the Develo ment of
Attachments

So much in our society militates against the young show-

ing concern for others or the society of which they ars part.

Perhaps this ia so because of two reasons: (1) Life moves

at such a rapid speed that the bombardment of stimuli is too

rapid to assimilate; hence, persons may be detached because

they cannot make sense out of what is happening to them.

(2) Love and concern have been presented in such cheap and
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tawdry terms that the real meaning of the words has been lost.

It i_ in the defining of one's loves snd commitments that the

person finds the reason for his being.

Teaching children to love means helping them sieVe out

the significant from the insignificant, the things ab ut which

they feel strongly from the things about which they feel less

strongly. They need to be helped to differentiate the real

from the phony, tenderness from cold rationality. Love is in-

deed worihy of concentrated attention within the curriculum.

Pereonal

Schools through the ages both in our country and others

are known for their tendencies to conserve rath r than E _

tend the culture. We send children to school so that they

can become acculturated--so t at they learn what their fore-

bears have known.

If the school is really to become a vital force within

our society, then attention needs to be given to the substance

the school purports to teach. From whence comes the knowledge

with which it deals. Several criteria come to mind in the

selection of the substantive areas for the school curriculum:

A. The traditional school subjects often contain _

teri l which is in- -t and less than vital to the child;

therefore, an attempt should be made to select areas for

knowing which have some excitement for the child.

B. The school should provide an opportunity fo

child to deal with issues which will help him deal more ade-

quately with matters of life and death.

4
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C. The curriculum should be derived from the oraiiized

disciplines rather than be the organized disciplines.

In brief, children need to know various modes of know-

ing which, at the present time will provide more internal

power rather than knowing the rubrics of other men's minds.

Other areas we might consider were there time might be

the problems of patterning, of decision making, of valuing,

of seeing wholeness, of croe,ting.

In brief, our concern is that today's children and youth

learn skills that will enable them to be constructive and pro-

ductive human beings. The curriculum can do much in helping

persons become the kinds of persons who are generators in-

stead of parasites. Through the examine. ion of curriculum

priorities, instructional leaders are well on their way to

providing the kinds of experiences so necessary for today's

young.
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INNOVATION FACT OR FANTASY

Joseph P. Gutkoske

The Position

Wonderful, worthless, interestIng, dull, simple and

esoteric aro just a few of the many incongruous terms em-

ployed to describe today's curriculum innovations.

My position is quite basic. If one defines innovation

as "the act of introducing something new to the educaZional

seen " then I believe the term innovation" is being abused

and it is indeed "fantasy." If, however, one defines innova-

tion as a modification of techniques, and the adroit use of

materials to satisfy the needs of today's children, then I

truly believe that the term innovation" has merit and is

in fact, true.

Innova ionFantasy

If one accepts the first definition of innovation, then

one must look for the programs that are truly new. T am

teaching, non-graded schools, linguistics in reading, the

tation method, i/t/a, Unifon, intraclass grouping, the mark-

g systems, and teaching four and five year olds to read

are just a few of the many so-called" innovative practices.

Helen Robinson claims that new plans, new techniques, new

gadgets, and other panaceas for teaching are the rule rather
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than the exception today. Enthusiasm for each reaches great

eights with some teachers and, of course, with representa-

tives who sell each program (1961, p. 1). Teachers every-

where are worried, disgusted and alarmed about the collapse

of the programs they were told were infallible. In reality,

these new programs are often purchased and employed as a

"total program" wIthout anyone ever having weighed the evi-

dence for or against the program. I don't m6an to imply that

all the "new" programs are poor,or, old programs good, or vice

versa. I do mean to imply that programs new and old need t

be fully evaluated.

Let us look at sorne of these "new" programs.

The ungradsc school.is a school that has a flexible

system of grouping in which children are grouped together

regardless of age, and in which extensive effort Is made

adapt instruction to individual differences. According to

this definition, taken from The Dictionry of Educatsion, the

dame schools of the seventeenth century were truly ungraded.

Here children ranging in ages from three to ten met together

in one room, each child receiving instruction to meet his

needs.

Today, linguistics in reading is receiving a great

deal of attention, as an innovative practiceo Might I ug-

gest that the reader examine McGuffe 's Eclect c Reader

(copyright 1879) and compare it to some of the "new lin-

guistic materials.
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McGuffey'srFirst Reader (1879):

Is the cat on the mat?

The cat is on the mat.

"One of the 'new' linguistic read ":

A eat sat on a mat.

Pat the cat.

Pat the fat cat on the mat.

Observing these two selections, the elementary teacher

might have a difficult time answering the question, "What's

new in reading instruction?" (Lamb, 1968, p. 33).

The 1/t/a method and the Unifon method are also being

hailed as new innovative practices. Actually, these mnemonic

sound-symbol methods can be traced back to 1644 when Richard

Hodges, a schoolmaster of Southwark, England, offered a dia-

critical marking system to the public. Hodges' system was

followed by numerous othert4 Leigh's transition alphabet and

the Phonotype of A. J. Ellis recel7ed considerable attention

in the United States during the nineteenth century (Chall,

1967$ p. 39).

Because of the efforts of people like Robert Allen, the

author of Read Along with_Me, and Paul McKee, the consultant

of the "Kindergarten Reading Program " early reading is again

getting more than its fair share of attention. Consequently,

early reading has gained the status of a major innovation.

Again, one can point to the past and discuss the many states

in the United States where chilen were permitted to enter

grade one before six years of age. Since reading wag taught



in grade one and many of the children were five years of age

and some perhaps four, it's r _sonable to assume that many

did, in fact, learn to read before the magic age of six years.

Furthermore, Dr. Maria Montessori employed a reading approach

in her early learning program (from three to six years o.

age).

The children learned to write at four years of age and

then learned to read that which they had written. Contrary

tr une usually accepted idea, Dr. Mont -sari believed that

ting precedes reading. Association of the written word

with pictures, :_atching words with concrete objects, and

translation of the written word into sounds, are three of the

many word attack techniques that she employed (1964, p. 299).

The writer would again like to emphasize that he is

no saying whether these programs are good or bad but mere-

ly whether they satisfy the first definition of innovation.

Innovation - Fact

In the recent past, public crit cism of education plus

an honest concern by the teachers to improve educational

practices have led educators to examine curriculum arA, prac7

tices and to search for a modification that would enable the

teacher to meet the needs of children in today's world. The

question to be ans ed is not whether the method or mater-

ial is new or old, but will it enable teachers to do a more

effective job. There -s no reason why a method which Is old

must be tarnished or seem less credible. There is also no

need to shift the responsibili y of our failures in reading
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from material, to method, bo teacher, and back again. The

truth of the matter is that we cannot identify specifically

what really _onstitutes the totality of the behavior known

as reading. I submit that this harJ never really been done.

Consequently, it behooves teachers and all educators to gain

as much knowledge as possible r levant to education,in gener-

al,and the teaching of reading, in specific, in order to se-

lect the appropriate technique and the appropriate materials

to solve the problem at hand. In discussing reading specif-

ically, I subscribe to an eclectic approach: if the Language

Experience Approach plus supplementary materials are effec-

tive use them; if a Linguistic Approach plus supplementary

materials are effective, use them; if the Basal Approach plus

needed supplementary materials are effective, use them; if a

combination of all of the above is needed to do the job, then

use them. I repeattit's not whether the material is new or

old, rather, the effectiveness of the method and materials.

Obviously, than, it is not the technique nor the mater-

ial that makes the difference, but it is how the teacher

employs the technique and r material that makes the differ-

ence. It is he and none other who is the corne_stone of

the educative process.

Aylea
In order to satisfy my definition or innovation and to

truly conduct an innovative program, each teacher must be

well-informed. The school system must conduct continual in-

service and pre-service programs, as well as depend on the
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colleges and universit to supply the type of teacher

needed in today's schools.
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EVALUATION OF READING
RESOURCE MATERIALS

Bruce W. Brigham

We a e being inundated with reading materials--teacher

materials, instructional materials, supplementary materials

f all kinds. So many different kinds and types of materials

are currently available for use in and with reading programs

that is is impossible for any one person to keep up with them

all. Furthermore, both reading specialists and instructional

materials specialists have many additional demands upon their

time. One result of this pressure has been that,increasingly,

classroom teacher committees are becoming involved in select-

ing materials. (However,radical, this does seem to be a

rather reasonable position: that those who use sets of t -ls

have a voice in choosing them.)

Sometimes such a commIttee hes a problem in developing

systematic cri eria to use In evaluat ng materials. There

are, of course, many types of such criteria, but for Immediate

purposes let us consider those related specifically to vari-

ous facets of the reading process. What follows is one pos-

sible example of an approadh using a set of criteria related

to reading.

Basically, there are three important areas of information

to be recorded: Identification, description and recommenda-

tions. On the instrument, /dentin. at/on data are recorded

4
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in parts I and 11. Descriptive data concernine reading-st

skills and subject relevancy is checked in IV, pp. b and c

Recommendations then are summarized at the bottom of the first

page (III), which eaves basic identification data and the

results of evaluation to ether on one page in a fairly concise

form.

Essentially, on pp. b and c are listed vari-us typos of

reading, organizational and study LAMS with places to check

) items that are required to be used by readers of the ma-

terial and to (x) items for which there are specific exercises

in the material.

Obviously, this is simply a prototype which can be taken

as a model and modifies in many ways to serve the needs of a

particular group of teachers with a specific purpose. For

those interested in exploring this process further, an ex-

cellent source is the section on Instructional Material pp.

182-200, in IRAos Reading and Realism, J. Allen Eigurel, Bd.
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READING CENTER

University of Maryland

MATERIALS ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Bruce W. Brigham

Approx. Levels: Rdg._ Interest

Bindin-

II. Type: Primarily - Independent reading
Word Perception Skills
Comprehension Skills
Study Skills
and/or

III. Summary:

--Major St ngths:

--Major Weaknesses:

.30=NO,

--Recommended for: (Whom? What. When? How? Why?)

(Beet uses):
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IV. $pecific_Skill Areas _x _specific practice exercises)
( V required by content)

Word perception

Phonics Structural analys

_Syllabi,ation

Dictionary usage

_Vocabulary development

Comprehension _Main facts

Major concepts

Sequences and relationships

Chronological Processive

_Cause and Effect

Others

Abstr- ting

tails

Significant details

Spatial

Inductive Deductive

Indexing

Inferential thinking

_ Predicting Summarizing

Organisation

Paragraphs

Narrative forma

_Other literary forms

Chapters

Concluding

Books

Texts

References

_Typographical aids

Illust &Viva aids

Reference aids (preface,
glossary, etc.)



Study_Skilis

Listening

Speaking

Reading.... . . .

_Writing

Soplects
English

68

Note taking (lectures)

Note taking

Study situation: tiliae/
space elements

Math Science

Social Studi s

Other:



ORGANIZATION OF AN EFFECTIVE
READING RESOURCE FACILITY

Ralph G. Leen

I. INT ODUCTION

It is most impractical for the average sales represent-

ative to approach every reading teacher, administrator, and

supervisor on an individual basis for the purpose of leaving

samples or making a sales presentation. For each reading pro-

gram to maintain a separate, complete professional library

is rather impractical. An inquiring teacher is hardly will-

ing to wait several weeks until a company repm*esentative is

available to answer a few simple questions about material she

is considering ordering tomorrow. And so the story goes with

many facets of the reading program. A practical alternative

to the above situation is a central, convenient location,

readily available, where the reading teacher has access to a

wide variety of instructional materials and professional

books, and where she can discuss her needs with a knowledge-

able person.

The facility for providing the above-mentioned and

related services could be called A reading resource room,

although other titles might be equally appropriate. An

experienced reading specialist, aesigned as a reading re-

source teacher, could administer this facility. The Job de-

69
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iption for this position would stress "service to read-

irig programs."

A.

II. SERVICES PROVIDED

Assisting Teachers with Materials and
Instructional Aids

The reading resource facility must be considered a

service organization. Perhaps tho most important function

of the organization is to assist teachers primarily reading

teachers, with materials and instructional aids suitable for

individual, small group, and whole class instruction.

A circulating library of high-interest, low-level books

is of prime importance for supplying supplementary reading

materials to children enrolled in reading programs. Paper-

backs designed specifically for reluctant and disabled read-

ers can be distributed more intormally, with tne emphasis on

wide circulation rather than a precise accounting and preser-

vation system, Books in regular demand should be purchased

by the individual reading program to lessen the clerical load

involved in repeatedly ch eking out the same books.

In the reading resource room, samples of current mater-

ials should be displayed attractively, th clear invitations

to pull materials down for examinetao ''rape recorders,

record players filmstripprojec:1;prsi etc., ahould_be han_y

for immediate examination or mechapical'Ma erials.

kits, programs, etc.., ae,much as.possible Should be avail-
_

able for loan to reading programs where the material can be

evaluated in terms of its practical application with childr n.
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Up-to-date catalog files are senAal for providing

current information needed for ac urate ordering of mater-

ials. Mat A.al evaluation files are most useful for noting

how other teachers may have used certain materials to answer

similar instructional needs. A limiMed supply of kits, pro-

wrams, reading machines and primer typewriters should be

available for loan, partIcularly to new programs not yet

fully equipped. Periodic ekftibits and demonstrations can be

arranged with area sales represent tives at a time and place

convenient to interested teachers.

New reading programs should be started with a minimum of

basic materials immediately available at the beginning of the

school year. A committee of experienced reading teachers

chooses the materials most commonly used for a Aleginning

reading program, leaving sufficient funds to cover the pur-

chase of materials needed for a specific school situation

and geared to the experience of the individual teacher. The

sets of basic materials are purchased in June and distributed

to the new programs for the start of school in the fall.

B. Assisting Teadhers with the
Administrative Processes

A reading resource facility should do much oof the cleri-

cal and backgraund work which helps reading programs.function

mo_e effectively.

Purchase orders initiated by reading teachers are routed

through the resource facility The::ordera can.be checked for

accuracy and for their pertinence for,:useat,different -grad
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levels. Every effort can be made to control usage of mater-

ials to the purpose and age group for which they were in-

tended, recognizing that neither teaChers nor materials fit

into a standard mold.

A rbnning record of budgetary balances maintained by

the reading resource fac_lity helps individual reading teach-

stay within the limit tens of the total county reading

program. A written mid-year report to each reading teacher

can serve as a timely reminder of materials which should be

purchased for usage during the current year.

Certain items can be purchased in bulk quantity and

stockpiled for quick distribution as the need arises. Pr-

jector lamps, tapee, games, headsets, tests, stop watclles,

and certain workbooks lend themselves to this procedure, thus

avoiding Cle long delay involved with making many small, in-

dividual purchases. Mimeographed and printed forms can be

stockpiled in the same manner, ready for instant delivery

through the school dellvery s tem.

C. Assisting Teachers
Growth

An extensive circulating library of. professional books

is an absolute necessity to aid in the professional growth

or reading teachers. The professional library should include

all the at ndard texts used in the teaching of-readingcourses,

as wellas refer nce sources which deal ;71th speeif4- _reas

43f-ree.ding, e.g. , dyslexiai'operation,of a-clinic, etc..

Allied Areas taudh as-psychology, olurriculUm,-testing and.

h Professional
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child development, cannot be completely stocked, but should

be sampled liberally and kept current.

All I.R.A. publications should be subscribed to. Other

publications, e.g., English_Journal and Exce tional children,

are valuable but not absolutely essential. Samples of lesser

known reading publications should be purdhased if regular

sUbscriptions are not feasitae.

The personnel of the reading resource facility are i_

an excellent position to know about new reading products and

programs on the market. In meny instances, reading teachers

would Use an older program if they could first nee the pro-

gram effectively demonstrated by a publisher's consultant.

The reading resource facility can arrange with the various

sales representatives to provide periodic demonstrations and

exhibits as the need or opportunity presents itself. To make

these demonstrations have genuine appeal for large numbers

of teachers, released time is a necessity.

III. ARRAS FOR FUTURE GROWTH

A. More Help with In-Service

The resource facility le in an ideal position to coordi-

nate the work of reading teachers in compiling eape and elide

presentations Which can b_ used on short notice for demon-

strating specific skills or for providing an overview of:an

entire program.

A collection of video tapes can servo the same PmiToses

with more dynamic approach, and is particularly-suited for
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getting maximum xileage from a one-day consultant. Bulky

equipment and need for some technical ability makes video

impractical for constant hauling by car, but the drawbacks

seeM ZO offset by the universal appeal of television,

particularly when the dharacters are in action.

B. Bet
New

Facilities for Demonstrating
-erials

Permanently installed carrels th the resource facility

would afford the reading teacher an excellent environment

for examining materials and for selecting those most suitable

for a particular situation. Current materials recommended

by the reading resource teacher can be displayed in several

carrels, while other carr.,Is would be available for use at

the teacher's discretion. Tape, filmstrip, and record pro-

grams would seem particularly suitable f r: previewing in

such an arrangement; they can easily be reprogrammed on a

regular basis, and the teacher can do her investigating in-

dependently.
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RESOURCE MATERIAL
READING INSTRU T

OVERVIEW.

FOR
ON

M. Lucia James

Black Power, Economic Power, Student Power, and this

fall, Children's Book Week theme is Book Power. I would

like to ate my topic, using this popular word, "power":

"Resource Materials for Reading Instruction: They, too

Rave Power." Restated, very concisely, my position is:

"There is power in resource materials for reading instruc--

tion."

The importance of r source materials to the reading in

structional program or a school cannot be overemphasized.

They are indispenegible. ,They function as basic to the cur.

riculum. In many instances, they determine the effectiveness

of the curriculum. In others, the are the curriculum Or

the basis upon which the curriculum is designed. A cursory

perusal of professional journals gives credence to the re-

port that publishers, producers, or manufacturers also

consider these resources to,be indispensable or or great

signXficance. Pne becomes cognizant of this When he realiz a

the rapIdity with which these resources are being developed.
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There is hardly a professional journal which does not adver-

tise at least one new reading resource--print or non- irint--

kits or single paperback--in each issue. The new ERIC/CRIER

Instructional Materials Information Analysis Project: A Guide

to Materials for Reading Instruction, lists approximately

15,000 separate entries for new reeding materials. While this

astronomical number, 15,000, of new reading materials is _er-

rifying and startling to soma, others accept it as a windfall,

a real streak of luck to have so many different it ma avail-

able to help initiate and implement an effective reading pro-

gram, especially an individualized reading program. And yet

it is because of this explosion of virtually infinite varie-

ties of materials for reading instruction, all kinds of mectia,

that we have begun to bs concerned with the quality of these

materials. We endorse the position that subject matter spec-

ialists, learning theorists, librarians and reading specialists

should work closer with manufacturers and producers of these

resources and equipment to assure the development of more ef-

fective materials. There is yet a need for materials of

quality, not merely quantity; materials that wouldenhance

the reading program, not limit it; materials that are suit-

abla for use with different kinds of reading programa methods

CV approaches; materials that will permit the teacher to use

his creativity, to-put his imagination in mot on, not stifle

it; materials that are lea ner-directed, that reflect knowl-

edge about learning and the learning pro 48; and materi is

that are relevant to the specific needs and interests the
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learner.

One may note an historical cycle in reading instruction,

and concomitantly, one may recognize the sama types of teach-

ing aids and resources, flash cards, etc., as sdvertised in

the first Milton and Bradley circulars, circa early 19th

Century. These types of resources will probably never die,

nor even fade away. They reappear in this historical cycle

in new geometrically-shaped boxes dressed in bright psyche-

delic colors in new formsfilms, filmstrips, Micro-

films, and they, too, have the power to affect our instruc-

tional practices.

THE INFLUENCE OP RESOURCE MATERIALS ON THE
READING PROGRAM

Materials_ Determine_the_Progra

The value of having the resource materials developed

cooperatively by educators and manufacturers cannot be over-

looked when one considers the impact which these materials

have on the reading program. Instructional resources and

materials, including the new technology, can influence or

affect the organizational pattern, the personnel, the facil-

ities, and the teaching strategies of the reading program.

In essence, they can, and often do, become the determinants

of the reading program.

If ope painstakingly and objectively analyzed several

the reading programs that have been developed and that are

currently being used in many of our school systems, he wduld

realize immediately holt,* prescribed, programmed or possIbly
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provincial, a curriculum could become when based totally upon

a specific packaged program. It becomes increasingly evident

that the components of the program, even with its variety of

materials and cook-book recipe approach, can direct the teac

her methodology and techniques, her organization, equipment

and facilities.

The following example, which was extracted from a pr

ducer's catalog, is not atypical:

A New Basic Readin Pro ram* (K-8)

"A highly teachable reading program offering
excellence of content and thoroughness of skill
development. Planned in every detail to help
children become competent readers. Recognizes
the changing needs and interests of boys and
girls. Absorbing content vanges over a broad
variety of literary forMS and themes."

Com onente of the Pro ram:

Basic materials
Pupils' text
Teachers' gu de book with effective lesson plans
Workbooks or skillbooks
Reading tests (achievement and inventory-survey)

Other materials (Resource materials)

Charts and picture card eau to Implement the
lesson plans

Enrichment readersprovides opportunities to
develop reading skills

Molti-sensory materialsauditory, kinesthetic,
vlsual materials'i

Books for individualized readingbooks for
children with varying abilities

Dictionaries and a beginning thesaurus

*This program is -being -cited only as,an:example. It is

not being evaluated nor critized.,It in merely being cited

as an example of -a'oteeplete ,progrAM: :Ono that'offers every-

thing,
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To allay some of the fear, and to provide perspective,

the point should be made that While IA is true that resource

materials can determine the reading program, the teacher as

a communicator, a facilitator, and an evaluator, can regulate

the extent to which this is possible. With his expertise to

select and use materials wisely, to apply effective strategies

of instruction and to evaluate the effectiveness cf a particu-

lar resource, the teacher can hasten the demise of a highly

structured, inflexible program. Likewise, he can create the

conditions for the devlopment of a program in Which it is

possible to use different media in different ways to teach

different eking to different dhildren under different circum-

stances. Then, too, the teacher should become more vocal and

visible to publidhers and producers -f reading resources. He

should enter into dialogue with them; give them feedback on

the use of their materiale, or apprise them or new, successf 1

and unsuccessful techniques experiments or variations of

their resources, systems or programa which have been used.

He can also make a careful delineation of the unique contri-

butions _that specific types of materials can contribute to

the learning situation.. _It is within this kind of orientation

that teadher, and/or librarian, and publiShers or producer

can operate as a team to effect dhange-70an formso. partner-

ship _to advanc- new concepts and techniques of using reading

reaourves.
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ram

The endless arguments that have been waged about the

best method or approach of teaching reading have seen a

parallel among librarians and or reading specialists in the

selection of materials. Many reading speciallsts recognize

the value of eclecticism in teadhing reading. To complement

this approach, media specialists also endorse the principles

of eclecticism with the use of materials. They r cognize

that there is no one best kind of resource, no one system,

program or set of supplementary materials. All teaching ap-

proaches, the linguistics, phonics, ITA, language experience,

individualized reading, especially Individually Prescribed,

Talking Typewriter, or Words in Color approach or combinations

of them have produced successful and unsuccessful readers.

Regardless of the approach 4ned resources including literacy

and trade books from the library or instructional materials

center are indispensable to the success of the program.

Sometimes instructional aids and resources, even work-

books, filMs and filmstrips, elicit negative reactions from

teachers and learner:3 or students, but they can be meaningful

devices and aids." Studies have been made-to determine the

effectiveness of softie Multi-media:in teaching of reading

What, we see as being hecessary-now are Materials, all kind6

ta ressoUrcea in the subjeot fielda- With their retpective:

vocabulary that can beuaed in teaChing certain reading akills.

These materials may incorporate some of the seldom used re-

sources: maps, menus, time tables, radio and T-V ached les,
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even telephone directories and study prints.

SUMMARY

Reading aids and resources can shape or help to shape

the most effective strategies of instruction. As these

strategies are developed or rthaped to utilize new technology

and innovations, the market for materials, resources and

systema will grow increasingly. There is yet a need for con-

tinuous scholarly research, similar to that conducted con-

currently with research in child growth and development, to

produce findings upon which new materials can be developed.

Trade books and other stmilar materials from the library and

instructional materials centers should not be overlooked.

They, too, can be used meaningfully in the instructional read-

ing program. All resources have merit only as "springboards".

They cannot be expected to substitute for the teaching of

reading, but they enhance it immeasurably. These reading re-

sources do have power.
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INDIVIDUALIZAT ION OF INSTRUCT ION



INDIVIDUALIZING INSTRUCTION IN
THE TOTAL READING PROGRAM

Susannah M. McCuaig

More often than not the reading problems in a typical

classroom are a result of the failure of instruction to pro-

vide adequately for the individual needs of each pupil.

Since research indicates that a childls interest in learning

d is not determined by whiCh methods or materials are

used, but rather by what the teacher does with the mmthods

or materials, it seems expedient to contemplate successful

ways by which teachers can individualize instruction. It is

the purpose of this paper to discuss (1) Self-directing, self-

correcting materials, (2) Pupil-team etudy as procedures for

providing for Significant practice experience. Both tech-

niques can be introduced without administrative Or classroom

upheaval.

It would be well if the teacher would keep in mind the

notion that effective instruction must make provision for

the student to personally initiate and practice the behavior

which he is to learn. Immediate feedback as to the quality

of each studentts beh vior in his efforts to parallel the

de ired response grea ly -hhances learning by the individual.

Moreover, the teacher should always be re-avaluating any

instructi nal sequence as to its effectivennas in producing

83



changes in students. Certainly, the feedback of the learn-

er's performance should be considered in modifying and im-

proving the materials and procedures.

Because a more -nergetic creative, and trc1edgeab1e

teacher in needed to make individualized instruction success-

ful, not all educators are willing to attempt the development

of uch a program. Those who are will find that children are

able to gain mastery of rather difficult concepts while their

attention is held, and that each can progress at his own rate.

Self-directing, self-correcting materials might be in

the form of work completed by an individual, by a team or

in a learning center activity. Because of the valuable com-

modity of time, tha teacher should spend her energy on the

construction of reusable items.

Several primary learning activities might. be as follows:

In order to review the digraph "el," and three or four

others of the teadher's choosing, a series of pictures

might be drawn in a vertical line. Horizontally to

the right of each picture might be written three or

four words, one of which would be the word naming the

pictured object. For instance, a sled might be pic-

tured. Next to the illustration, the words 7bed,"

"sled," and shed" might be written. A total of ten

or twelve pictures and aecompanying captions could

be placed on an 8-1/2 by 11-inch paper. If the

paper is placed under anj1-1/2 by 11-inch sheet of

exposed X-ray f 1m, the dhild can use a grease pencil
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to circle the word beginning with the correct digraph,

thus identifying the picture. Immediate correction

can be made by placing over the child's work another

_gee of X-ray film on which the answers have been

permanently marked. The dhild simply matches a notch

or dot placed both on the work-sheet as well as on the

corresponding answer sheet. Instantly, the child can

check to determine if those answers he marked aro the

same as on the answer sheet. If not he pupil can

immediately identify the proper answer.

A second type of answer sheet might be a simple list of

pictures duplicating those drawn on the worksheet. Next to

each picture the corresponding word would be written. Afte

the child has completed his work, he simply locates the proper

answer sheet and compares his responses to those written on

the key. Yet a third variation would be for the answers to

appear on the back of eadh worksheet. The student would use

a separate paper on _Leh to record hid responses._ He would

then flip the worksheet over in order to.check his answers

against those written on the reverse side of the lesson

material.

Certainly in some instan _a, several responses might be

acceptable for eadh item. In similar fashion all the pos-

sible answers would be listed on,the answer dh et. If a

student had an answer which was pot listed., he might cheek

it with the-teacher with regard to the addition of h s answer

to the establIshed 3,10.
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Another learning activity might be as follows:

On the left-hand side of a large sheet or oaktag,

vertically write the letters representing the

initial sounds to be reviewed. In a horizontal row

to the right of each initial-soUnd letter, affix

eight to ten pockets. In a center composite pocket,

cquares of paper with pictures drawn upon them will

be stored. (Pictures cut from old commercial work-

books might be used instead of hand drawings.) The

child removes a square from the composite pocket,

studies the picture, and then places it in a pocket

in the row indicating the initial soUnd with which

the item shown begins. For example, a picture of a

"heart" would be placed in a pocket in the row to

the right of the initial soUnd indicated by the

let r "h." There should be as many pockets as there

are pictures.

Self-correction might be accolIshed in either

of o ways. The better method would be to write the

nam_ of the object on the reverse side of each picture.

The child checks the spellina of each item in order

to verify that the fir letter is similar to the

letter ahown at the left of the row in whieh the ic-

ture has been placed. The Si:selling of the word might

incidentally be learned

A colorl-code arrangement cab be used as a self-

correction technique. A Colored dot:might be plaped
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on the reverse of each picture. The color of the

dot would correspond to the color used to write the

letter representing the initial sound on the oaktage

A multiple-pupil response method incorporates a provi-

sion for self-correction. In the group, each chi,d is given

three 2- by 3-ineh oaktag cavds. On one card, the numeral

"I will be written, "2" vill be on the second card, and "3'

will be on the third card. The teacher might write the word

come" on the chalkboard. She might then state, "Bold up

your card wlbh "1" written on it if you think send" has the

same initial sound as "come"; hold up card "2 if the word

"cat begins like "come"; and hold up your card "3" if you

think the word "back" begins like the initial sound in

"come." The child's intensity of learning is increased be-

cause he must think and answer each of the teacher's questions.

Boredom' is decreased.as the eftild is totally involved with

the learning process. The teacher can quickly ascertain the

quality of each child's response. Immedi te feedback is

given to the child. If the pupil discovers that his response

in different from Chat of the rest of the group, he might

reconsider his answer and -change it to the correct reply.

The child experiences success, and the teacher determines

which Children need extra pract me.

Especially useful in the study of st;ience and sOcial
_ .

studies are teacherbuilt study-guides. The ntudy-guide pre-

vides for different reading adhievement amOng children.

Graded st_dy-guides, timed by pairs or teams or childrerv,
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ies in comprehension and recall. Generally, three differen'.;

levels are prepared ror each lesson. The first, for use

with poor readers, consists of detailed queshions and answers

on each paragraph of the text. The questions are listed on

the left-hand side of the paper, and the answers are on the

right so that the answer column can be folded back out of

sight until is is needed o check the pupils0 responses.

An example of a detailed guide w-itten for use with

BEYOND OUR BORDERS follows:

Begin your reading on page 364, with "A ound Guayaquil," and

continue to page 366, "To the Plateau from Lima."

Paragraph 3--Beginning with "Sugar cane and other tropical

farm crops":

Where do sugar cane and other tropical farm
crops grow? n the lowland.

What do femora raise on the wetter part
of the lowland? . . . ... Rice.

What is groWn on the higher land
elevations? .. . . . . .. 0 . . . Cacao.

What product ia still a leading export
of Ecuador? . . . ... . . . .. . Cacao.

What is raised on the slopes at the edges
of the lowland? . . . 8 . Coffee.

Bananas.

of pupils or

s of three under the direction of the teacher or of

What is another important f

..
od crop?. .

.The above guide is beat used with

pupil who Is a guo0 reader. Each child ha a eopy of the

guide *ith the answer column foldei back. Thel_eader reads

the first question orally BEFORE theAmPils read.ths text-.
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The pupils then read to find the answer to the question. One

pupil answers the question, and the others check his answer

against that In the answer column. The same procedure is

followed for each question listed. The easiest type of ques-

tion to answer is one phrased like the text. The oral read-

ing of the question reduces the vocabulary difficulties of

the pupil who is reading the text to find the answer.1

A more advanced type of guide is suitable for use by

pRtrs of better readers. These guides consist of general

questions on each paragraph, followed by a listing of the re-

lated facts. The pupils read the paragraph FIRST, then look

at the question, attempt to answer it, and check their answers

against the list. The p ocedure can be made-more difficult

by having the children read several paragraphs before looking

at the questions. The answers can be written down and then

compared with the answer sheet. Superior readers can

an entire section and then try to recall the contents

while another pupil uses the guide to check them. A

read

orally

ample

based on the same settion of BEYOND OUR BORDERS follows:

Begin To, r reading on page 364 with "Around:Guayaquil," and

continue to page 366. "To the Plateau from Lima ":

Paragraph 3.;--Beginning with "Sugar cane and other tropical

farm crops":

1Norma Cutts and Nicholas Moseley, "The Social Studies,"

Providin for Individual Differanaes-in tha ElemantarT_School
Inc., l96C).ng ewood Front
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What is said about crops?

Grown on lowland: Sugar cane other
tropical farm crops

On wetter part of'lowland: Farmers raise rice
for food_

On higher land:

On edge of lowland:

Important food crop:

Other crops:

us d

Cacao _has been grown
for aIZETTIMe__
Cacao is still leading export
of Ecuador

Coffee is grown

Bananas

Oranges other warm-
climate fruits

A third type of guide uses an outline which calls atten-

tion to the major ideas of the paragraph. The outline lists

three titles for each paragraph. The children first read the

paragraph in the text, and then try to agree on the best title.

After they have agreed, they unfold the answer column and

check their accuracy. For example:

Begin your reading on page 364 with "Around Guayaquil,"

continUe to page 366, "To the Plateau from Lima."

Choose the best title cong the three suggested below for

eadh paragraph.

paragraoh 3--Beginnin ith -_ugar 0- e and other t apical

farm drops":

(A) Produdts of Ecuador's Lowlands
-(B) GrowingeOffee_in Ecuador
(C):_The Lowlandsof Eduador

All the suggested teChniques tomn ioned mightioo uaod 'by

individual pupils or in teams of two or three children each.

Because We are a gregarioue people, it is more fun to learn

(A
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in a team. The pupils can help to teach and to support each

other in the learning activity. Oftentimes, children work-

ing together foster elaborative and creative cognition.

Groups might be composed of

children each. The groups might be formed on the basis of

equal ability of the dhildren, or on the basis of friendship

or needs or interests, rather than on ability. It should be

considered that children of different ability might differ in

the level on which they engage ln an activity and to the de-

gree to which a subject is researched. Some activities are

better adapted to bright pupils than to slow, and vice versa.

However, it is strongly urged Chat teachers refrain from

underestimating the learning competency of the children whom

they teach.

If teachers would consider constructing one self-

directing, self-correcting lesson each month, a reserve of

lessons would soon accumulate. A school might sponsor a

workshop where teachers could exchange ideas and could have

access to the materials necessary for the building of learn-

ing devices.

f from two to five
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LEARN I NG STAT IONS

MaryAnne Hall

Where is the focus in most classrooms? To this

observer it seems that in too many classrooms for too much

of the school day, the focus is on the teacher and on teach-

ing, instead of on the learner and learning. As we strive

for individualization, the focus must shift to the learner

and to learning. One of the persistent problems in educa-

tion is that of individualizing instruction. One of the

fastest growing developments which can partially solve the

problem is the learning center approach. Teacbers are both

excited and bewildered. Children's reactions vary from ex-

citement at truly personal learning to mere compliance or no

participation when centers are only another arvangement for

completing assignments. The question for this paper is,

"How can learning centers contribute to individualization of

instruction?" The discussion will cover the definition and

philosophy of learning centers, organizational considerations,

the function of the supervisor and the principal, and evalu-

ation.

**Note: This presentation was a demonstration with
participants actually working in learning centers related to

(1) definition and philosophy, (2) organizational considera-
tions, (3) the superviaorls and the administrator's role,
(4) evaluation, and (5) a free choice for other concerns of

the participants. This paper is a summary of content cov-

ered in the centers.
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Definition and Philosophy

Learning centers offer an approach to learning and

classroom organization which facilitates individualization

of Instruction, encourages independence in learning and ex-

tends special interests. In a learning center students en-

gage in activities according to their interest- their needs,

axid their choices It is helpful to define two types of

learning centers. One type is the curriculum center which

has definite tasks (not identical for all students) to be

completed to master or practice specific content skills.

Children will probably use the curriculum centers to rein-

force learnings which were first presented directly the

teacher. Occasionally, curriculum centers can be used to

introduce new material. A second type is the interest cen-

ter which is not designed specifically for instruction in

content bUt has as its major thrust the extension of pupil's

interests, and it is never a r quired activity as the cur-

riculum centers may be.

In the discussion related to the presenta ion of this

paper, one participant strongl3 contended that the child is

the learning center and.that viewing centers as places in

the classroom is a wrong perspective. Certainly, the child

is the learner, and we hope that learning centers will stimu-

late his learning in ways which are appropriate and enjoyable

for him. In The Underachieving §phool, John Holt writes,

"I believe in children learning with our assistance and en-

couragement the things they want to learn, when they Want to
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learn them, how they want to learn bhem, and why they want

o learn them" (1969). The learning center approach to

learning is based on the premise that children need the

freedom to make choices and the opportunity to assume re-

sponsib1ty for their learning through plan-ing and evalu-

ation.

The role of the teacher is changed from presenter of

information to an arranger of an environment conducive to

independent learning. He is reeponsible for teaching chil-

dren to teach themselves, and he ie a diagnostician who de-

velops appropriate instructional situations from the

diagnostic informa ion. He develops curriculum materials,

collects materials from many sources, provides dhoices for

students, and is available to consult with children about

their selections and activities.

Or anizational Considerations

The preceding paragraph alluded to the enormity of the

teacherts function in a classroom utilizing learning centers.

Teachers who are interested in trying learning centers often

have questions about the organization of centers, Frequent-

ly asked questions are: "How do you start?" "What basic

routines need to be established?" "Where can I get ideas

and materials?"

The following suggestions are off red in answer to the

above queetions. Teachers can visit other classes Where

learning centers are in operation. Teachers can consult the

supervisor and principal for suggeótions and to locate mater-
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ials. Some teachers organize centers for each curriculum

area, such as reading, writing, listen -Igo art, science,

etc., and while the oitles of the centers remain constant,

the materials and activities within the centers change.

Starting with one center is recommended for those teachers

who may not feel confident in setting up a number of centers

right away. When a center is set up, a "walk-through"

demonstrati.on with a small group of students while the rest

of the class watches would prevent lat r confusion about

directions. Clear directions should be posted in the center.

Procedures for selecting centers will need to be clear to

students. Some teachers have developed sign-up forms for

children to indicate where they will be working for a day or

a week, and these forme can also serve as a record of the

centers selected by individual children.

Questione for each teacher to consider about learning

centers are:

How does the center activity contribute to
the classroom program?

Do children perceive the purpos- of the
center activity?

Doels the center i _lude self-choice and
independent learn ng? Is it open-ended?

Does the center do more than fulfill the
function traditionally covered by "seatwork"?

Does the center provide for activities other
than written ones?

Are all directions clear to the participants?

How is learning to be evaluated?

Is the center d signed for introducing new
learning or for reinforcing material already
introduced?
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Is there a balance between childrents
and teacher direct

The Function of Su ervisors and Principals

Enthusiastic support of supervisors and principals

should have a favorable effect on encouraging teachers to

try centers in their classes. Supervisors and principals

should function as resource consultants to teachers, and they

can arrange workshops and other in-service eessions on learn-

ing centers. Supervisors and principals can inform teachers

about commercial materials which can be used in centers.

Supervisors and principals can compile a file of center ideas

contributed by teachers in their area or schools and can make

this file available as a reSource for teachers.

A suggested form for the idea file is:

Center (Reading, Literature,
Writing, Listening,
Language, etc.)

Specific Topic or Skill

Purpos

Materials need d

Directions for Construction

Suggestions for Additional ActiVities

thod of Evaluation
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Evaluation

In evaluating learning, one must consider the original

purpose of a particular learning center. Evaluation should

include both evaluation by the child and by the teacher. If

contracts are used, then children can use the contracts as a

guide to evaluate their commitments and their achievements.

Informal records such as file cards kept by the teacher for

individual children are also helpful. Skill checklists may

also be helpful if the skills are stressed in the curriculum

centers. A standard form with children's names and columns

labeled "Completed" or "Needs More Work" could be duplicated

d used as a record for numb:roils center a tivities. (Sea

Form B.)

Exam les of forms:

Form A: Anecdotal Record Type

John Week o_ October 10

Used art center L. times this week.

Used the literature center once--
did not complete the book he
selected.

Needs to work on the multiple
meanings 'materials again.

Math c,inter work was completed
quickly and correctly.
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Fonn B: Co pletion Check-Off

John

David

Nancy

Evaluation will consid-- attitudes toward learning and

growth in the ability to work independently, as well as mas-

tery of content. General evaluation will be related to ques-

tions such as, "Is he independent?" "Does he complete his

contracts?" "What are his interests?" "Which centers does

he prefer?" It should be remembered that not all activities

ned to be checked.

Summary

Schools must offer a setting in which learning can be

personally relevant. The purpoxes of learning centers are

to promote independent learning and to extend individu 1 in

terests.

To achieve maximum benefit from the learning center

approach, attention must be giVen to the underlying philos-

ophy of centers, as well as to organization and evaluation.

Supervisors and principals can support t-achers in their
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efforts to develop centers. Both pre-service and in-servic
should provide teachers with the background and

know-how to conduct programs with the focus on the laa ners.
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WE MUST 'INDIVIDUALLZE
INDIVIDUALIZED READING

Trudy M. Hamby

The scientific assumption that each person is unique

is currently accepted intellectually, even though our schools

are not, by and large, committed to changing their practices

to provide for the unique qualities of the learners. Such

a commitment is an absolute necessity if we are ever to fully

apply scientific knowledge concerning human growth and de-

velopment to education. Individualizing instruction in read-

ing would be an important step forward. However, if the step

is to leave an imprint, it must, in this writer's opinion,

take into full account the learner's unique SELF-ORGANIZATION.

Any program which does not deal with "self" forces can-

not be considered truly individualized and cannot possibly

achieve its purpose. Such an attempt at individualization

would be ae ambiguous as an attempt at nongradedness recent-

ly witnessed by this writer. Students in the observed non-

graded.classroom ranged in age from nine through eleven.

Immediately after the pledge of.allegiance,the teadher an-

nounced, "Billy, put up the flag. Fourth graders start on

your arithmetic workbooks and fifth graders meet me at the

backof the room for reading."

101
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The Learner's U icritL.§.21tzp_Lsianitation

A person's uniqueness stems not only from the impact

and interrelatedness of physiological and environmental

forces, but also from anoCher set of interacting forcee, the

"self" forces, which enarge as the individual grows and de-

velops. Although there exist various theories concerning the

"self," and its emorgence, this paper will limit itself to

currant phenomenological theories which, in the opinion of

this writer, have specific significance and relevance for

the individualization of instruction. Basic to these theor-

ies is the assumption that all human beings have an internal

drive toward self-actualization--toward achieving their po-

tentialities--toward becoming adequate and fully functioning.

Definition of Terms

The_"Self"_: A construct which refers to -he ind vidual

as known to tho individual. It also includes features in the

environment with which the person identifies (i.e., "my"family,

"my" school, etc.). Perkins defines "self ". . . Chat

part of the individual that he consciously recognizes as

himself--his sense of his own continuing identity and of his

relationship to his environment, and self-ooncePt as "0 0

the most highly differentiated percep ions, beliefs, feel-

ings, attitudes, and values Which the individual holds of or

about himself -(1969, p. 198 )." In the terms of phenomenolog-

ical theoriets, a person's selfstructure may be described

as a private world of perceived eXperiences ( he phenomenal

field) Which encompasses the perceived (Or phenomenal) self,
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at the core of which is the self-concept (Combs and Snygg,

1959).

Development of the_S lf

The human infant is born with the capacity for the self

to arise because of his highly complex and intricate human

nervous system. Only gradually, howev through the process

of perceptual differentiation, does he separate himself from

his environment and thus become aware of himself. Perception

is the vehicle for self-development (Gale, 1969). The in-

fant explores and reacts to his environment by means of his

sense organs, and interprets the moaning of the accompanying

sensations. His first perceptual differentiations are be-

tween the and the "not me."

Interpersonal relationships with first, his mother and

other family membe s, and later with his teachers and peers,

play a major role in self-development. These significant

others reflect either verbally or non-verbally their atti-

tudes and appraisals of who the growing child is as they per-

ceive him, and the perceived reflections and appraisals are

incorporated into his self-structure. If these reflected

appraisals are negative, he will appraise himself as negative

and will tend to judge others in a like manner.

With continued maturation of the organisms and further

environmental interacting amA experiencing, nIther psycholog-

ical processes (such as thinking, reasoning, imagining, sym-

bolizing, identifying, etc.) emerge, and allow for more

complex interpretations and differentiations of the self.
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Although self-discovery continues throuwhout life, once

e tablished the perceived self (which encompasses the self-

connr,pt) is characterized by a certain stability and coneis-

tency. It is highly resistant to change, for it is one7s

internal frame of reference. An individual works at enhanc-

ing and maintaining his self-organization even if it is Eal

unsatisfactory one.

RELEVANCE OF SELF-ORGANIZATION TO INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION IN READING

Imnact_of the_private Perceptual World

Pel2captual Set. When the techer of reading is aware

that each individual student will be perceiving the teaching-

learning situation according to his own internal frame of

reference, from his own perceptual point of view, how can she

proceed in the traditional "Redbird-Bluebird-Canary" way?

sizeable amount of research has been conducted in the field

of perception and on factors which influence it. The quality

of one's sense organs and their functioning; past social,

physidal and emotional experiences; current needs; values;

and interestsare some of the many and varied influences.

People see and hear what they expect or are set, to

see and hear. A teache- looking out at her circle of

"Redbirds" is looking at them from her own perceptual frame

of reference which is internei :for her, but external to eacl-

unique daild.- 'The story being read, the directions being

given, the explanatIons being made, arobeing pore- ved

uniquely by each "Redbird, even thoUgh the ttlabheri pec7
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tancy is that they a..'61 all to be equally attentive, involved,

interested, listening, and, above all, learning to readi

Except, of course, little Billy, whose parents insisted he

be moved into this group, and therefore teacher doesnft ex-

pect that he will do well. As a result ehe hears only his

mistakes and doesnyt

reads successfully.

Beflinning Reading Instruction. An understanding or the

individualls private world of experience provides the basis

for beginnlag reading instruction. Children bring many ex-

periences to school with them These experiences are incor-

porated into their private worlds. An individualized reading

approach offers the opportunity for making use of these unique

xperiences in startIng "where th., aild is," so that begin-

ning reading is immediately marsonally meaningful. There is,

then, no question whether the child is L'eading for meaning.

The next step le to provide for further related, rich percep-

tual experiences which will, in turn, be incorporated into

the personal perceptual world.

Teaching Technl ues and Instructional Materials. In

phenomenological theories,perceptions are considered the

basis of behavior. Personal meaning is achieved through the

perceptual process. In this light, then, the traditional

teaching techniques of rewarding showing, directing and

manipulating are obsolete. FOr Af learning la a matter of

self-meaning, children must be allowed to explore and dis-

cover their own personal meanings in a psychologically safe

-or hear--all of the times that he
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classroom environment. Perception-building must become an

instructional goal. When children are personally involved

and are given opportunities for self-enhancement, threats

and rewards are not necessary. Subject-matter and instruc-

tional materials which are self-relevant will be attended to,

and the teacher/a desired learning outcomes will be realized.

Only that material which is self-relevant is incorporated

into the child's own personal perceptual field.

Consistency
alA14P21-411e __erce ve

As someone so aptly said, "Children do not leave their

self-concepts at the door when they come into the classroom."

As was previously stated, a person works at maintaining his

self-organisation, even though it is inadequate. A child

who has incorporated into his self-image the concept that he

cannot read, works at maintaining this self-image.

The dhild's teacher cannot give him the concept that he

"can read" by merely stating so, or by telling him that all

110 has to dc Is try a little harder. In order for the learn-

ing to take place, a change must occur in the child's private

perceptual world. His self-perceptions must change. It will

be necessary for the teadher to try to see Cho world through

the child's eyes, to provide mpathic understanding, tims

and patience for the stablished aelf-concept is highly re-

sistant to change. The dhild will need many experiences 5t

reading succeasfully--an accomplishment very difficult

achieve without an individualized reading program.
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The Self is Learned

Most teachers are unaware of the r impact on students'

self-learning. Many are also unaware that self-development

ir an essential element in other learning. In speaking of

the influence rf elf-concept on learning,Perkins states,

"The student's self-concept appears to be the most important

single factor influencing learning performancemore impor-

tant than intelligence, aptitude, or difficulty of the mater-

ial to be learned" (1969, pp. 220-221).

Since the self is learned, it follows that a positive

self is teachable. Self-development is a 1 gitimete part of

the educative process and should be given as much importance

as any subject-matter. An "individualized" reading program

which is not created for each "Self," is not truly "indi-

vidualized."
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A DAILY NEWSPAPER IN AN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAM

Maria L. Petrenko

Rationale Baeic to Study

Remembering John Kea ' lines, "He nefer is crowned with

immortality, who fears to follow where airy voices lead," a

t acher oMbarked on a newspaper voyage for several years with

students in 4t1, , 5th, and 6th grades. With a touch of airy

vision, itagination and hunches, coupled with common sense,

teacher and atudenta tread via the newspaper forest, the

paths and trails of word power and thought 'eower. Word power

and though power development, through reading, written ex-

preseion, listening and speaking, ware the core or goal of

the language arta program.

WithoUt precedent or guidelines for "What" in the daily

newspaper could be used and "How" the newspaper could be used

for providing situations and practice for the students in

the various aspects or communication skills in the elementary

a, action research evolved.

Language provides a child with a principal tool for

thinking. Mauree Applegate succinctly defined langUage arts

as dealing with ideas; their impression, and expression, in

words. Ideas expressed through the medium of wordswords

read, words spoken, words written or words heard.

1Mauree Applegate, Etax_Ln_Eaguala (Row Peterson: 1960).
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Vygotsky in relating his research experiences with ele-

mentary students eloquent=ly described the interrelationship

of word and thought in communication skills:2

Thought comes into existence through words. Rela-
tion of thought to word ie a process. Every thought
tends to connect something with something else to
establish a relationship between things. Words and
thought are a key to the nature of human consciousness.
Words play an important part not only in the develop-
ment of thought but in the historical growth of con-
sciousness as a whole. Thought is engendered by
motivation, by OUP desires and needs and by our in-
terests and emotions. Development of verbal thought
moves through a series of phrases--from motive which
engenders a thought to ehaping of thought, first in
inner speech, then in meanings of words and finally
in words. Verbal thought is not an innate, natural
form of behavior but is determined by a historical-
cultural process and has specific properties and laws.
The unit of verbal thought is found in word meaning.

A word without meaning is an empty sound. However,
word meanings evolve from primitive generalizations
and verbal thought uses to the moat abstract concepts.
It is not merely the content of a word that changes,
but the way in which reality is generalized and re-
flected in a word. Word meanings are dynamic rather
than static formations. They change as the child
develops. They change also with various ways in
which thought functions.

Lob= states that there seems to be a definite inter-

relationship among the reading, writing, speaking and lis-

tening skills of language arts.3

21,ev. S. Vygotsky, Thoaght and Language (Cambridge:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Frees, 19672).

.3Walter D. Loban, The Lan:uae of Elementar Schoo
Children: A Study of Use Angdage tive-
nesa in Communicationa-and olationsAmon S- -kin Readindritfl ..hnpa gn, .: 'at on 1 Counc
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Hildreth indicates that one drawback for integrated

teaching of language arts may be lack of instructional ma-

terials.-r

To this statement, I would add the lack of sufficient

materials available to the teacher to provide the student

adequate practice or reinforcement in communication skills.

Where Action Took P1 ce

This action research study was conducted for four years

in the largest elementary school in Montgomery County school

system. The population of 1=he school averaged approximately

1,250 children from kindergarten through sixth grade. Or-

ganization of the school was self-contained and department-

alization. Family status of the school neighborhood included

a range from poorly economic circumstances to more favored

soesio-economIc circumstances. However, the median was placed

at slightly below middle soci nomic class.

Who Was Involved

About one hundred, 4th, 5th, and 6th grade students were

involved in the project. Two sets of students remained with

the teacher in grades four, f ve and six; and two other sets

remained for two years. Boys and girls were represented

equally. Hach class was grouped heterogeneously. Children

were not selected specially for these classes.

LI-Gertrude Hildreth,-"A Comparison of the Dale Dolch and
Linsland Word Lists#" Journal of Educational Psvchology,
XXXIX (January 1948).
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What Was T _Se Studied

Since word power and thought power development were an

integral part of the instruction in teaching communication

skills, lt was necessary to discoor "What" from the news-

paper could be used.

Whether a student is reading, writieg, speaking or lis-

tening, he is developing word, phrase, sentence or paragraph

concepts through a thought process, which may be verbal or

non-verbal. Speaking, writing, reading and listening con-

cepts were taught as interacting activities. Reading was

not taught as a separate entity at a particular time of day.

Teaching of word power concent-ated on (a) word analysis

and (b) vocabulary development. Thought power emphasized

skills and concepts which provided reinforcement and practice

in classifying, making comparisons, summarizing, observing,

analyzinL- looking for assumptions inte preting, contrasting

and critical th;_nking.

Intent of word analysis skills was to have the student

become aware (a) of the relationships of letter or combina-

tion of letters with sound, or (b) of the phone ic patterns

in spoken words and their attachnmnt to alphabetical letters

and words, using smallest nur4er of phonic principles. Word

recognition requires the translation of a wrItten word into

a sl:.coch word by translating the printed letters into sounds

of speech.

The purpose of the vocabulary development was to in-

crease and build a meaningful sight vocabulary and to sharpen
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and expand the student's eenaitivItte s t_ words, and respect

for words for what they mean in their explicit, as well as

metaphorical, values. Emphasis was placed on making new

words part or each student's speaking vocabulary.

Through trial and error experience, one learned that

certain items in the newspaper were not effective instruc-

tional materiale, For example, editorials, editorial car-

tootle, current event news items as taxetion, political

espacte of war, budget, etc., were ineffective. Sentence

tructure in editorials requires the student to-comprehend

interpret relational and directional words, cause and

effect phrases, or abstract Vocabulary that were not part of

the etudont's vocabulary. For the most part, students in

the upper elementary grades were not ready to fit the info -

nation they received into the concep=ual scheme they pos-

sessed. Mastery of abstract communication of an editorial

appeared to be beyond the student's level of thinking. The

students lacked the necessary repetoire of clear and stable

abstractions and transactional terms which are necessary for

direct manipulation and understanding of relationship be-

tween abstractions. The elementary school student lacks

practice in the tase of:relating abstractions to eadh other

with the benefit of concrete prCpe. Further, compreheeton

of many of the ideas of the editorials or cUrrent event5

items presupposes a certain minimal level of lijre experience,

cognitive maturity, and subject-matter mophistieation. Many

of the ideas required use of higher order of abstractions.



Inasmuch as the subject -tter of the current events was not

part of the studentts vicarious experience, he was not yet

able to assimilate, accommodate, extend or reorganize the new

information into his existing conceptual scheme.

Repreeentative data from the newspaper that motivated

tudente in practicing communication skills can be categor-

ized under the areas or maps, graphs, and diagrams; people;

animale; food; clothing; home furnishings; eonstruction or

building tructures; communication; transportation; we her;

accidents; sports; and art.

Charts, maps, and diagrams are a visual representation

tabular data requiring the student to understand its me-

chanical features and to interpret the data. The ability of

the student to interpret the data depends on his ekperience

bsclf:ground. Therefore, consideration was given to the topic

presented in the chart or map. If a chart presents data

relative to economics, than the student must have knowledge

of the economic conditions at his level. The newspaper pro-

vided various kinds of graphs, whioh expressed quantitative

relationships. Topics that required interpreting abetract

concepts beyond the studentys experience were not succemsful

learning situations.

The newspaper articles about animals usually dealt with

(1) such factual information about animals as appearance and

age, and (2) with characteristics of the animals. So, the

most eftectjve instructional use of photographs and storiee

about animals centered around outlining, observing, nummariz-
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ing, r plies to relati nal questions requiring impressions,

and creative st ries. The relationship thinking involved

characterizing animals; comparing animals and humans, using

similes; pretending to be animals; and drawing analogies with

human creatures. Form and shapes of animals interested stu-

dents, as well as time and reality. Some of the studentst

Pretend stories dealt ith the age of animals, appearance and

movement of animals.

Newspaper artieles concerning weather were portrayed

verbally and photographtcally. They lent themselves to the

use of similes, metaphors, and personification. Picturesque

expressions and photographa depicted scenes which permitted

students to hypothesize about events that might have Ied Up

to the action depicted and the possible consequences. Also,

the play with words required the student to feel and see

imaginatively. In stories, students tended to bestow human

powers and characteristics upon Inanimate objects. Concepts

about the birth of storms or the formation of clouds were

reinforced in imaginative stories.

Since appreciation of athletic ability is widespread

among upper elementary students, sports stories generated

interest in reading and writing creative stories sports

articles, for the most part, portray factual occurrences at

games. So, through reading, writing, speaking and listening

activities, such skills as eliciting facts, followisg direc-

tions, summarizing, outlining and imagining were practiced.

ill of elaborating events or explorirA possibilities Was
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perpetuated. For example, students gene sited some hyp thesis

about difficulties of the games or of particular plays or of

the players. Qualities of a good game were discussed. "On

the contrary, what would happen if such and such ware done,"

gives the student practice in the operation of re-definition.

This type of questioning was used especially in articles de-

scribing how to play a particular sport or perform a particu-

lar sport's skill.

Food appealed to all students. It is a known concept to

them. The senses of taste, reel and sMell played an important

rola in the use of articiee about food. Two types of items

were used: (1) feature stories that related factual inform -

tion about food or food customs, and (2) food display adver-

tisements. Feature stories wero found to be most affe tive

in developing such skills as summarizing, oulining, order-

ing sequence of events and analyzing stru turally the sen-

tences. (Analyzing structurally doea not infer formal

grammar.)

Advertisements called forth (1) many of the ele ents of

thinking as imagining; making aseemptions; comparing; com-

bining ideas and elements; elatovating or exploring possib 1-

ities; logical, illogical and analogous reasoning; and

(2) the "play" with words,. combining words in an appealing

and forceful way to strengthen vocabulary skills.

Instructionally, food advertisements were stimulants for

all atudents--gifted, average, or slow learner. Repetition

_f the same words in various advertisements at different times
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provided ample opportunity for exposure and reinforcement

rd until the word was part -f the student's oral and

written vocabulary.

"How" of the Stucly

The following criteria for selection of newa items for

learning situations e applied: (a) motivation potential;

(b) ego involvement-- xperiencesof students, maturity of in-

tenssts, special Interest are (a) length of item; (d) com-

plexity of sentence structurerelational words, variety of

clauses, phrases; ( levels of thought--concrete, too gener-

al, too abstract; and (f) challenging vocabulary-- nterest-

ing to encourage thinking.

Each lesson began with oral activities, relating to

extending the vocabulary. This activity also served as a

warm-up period and integration for ongoing activities which

extended over into written expre sion and reading activities.

The listening and discussion experiences, prior to writing

or reading, contributed to the student's store of ideas and

imagination for writing.

Methods used were consistent with linguistic structure

of language. The basis for learning to recognize words is

oral language of students. A student cannot comprehend fully

what he reads without oral lanPuage foundation'and continued

attention to oral language improvement. Oral language usage

improves oral expression, and speaking fluently is part of

learning to read.
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Listening with acute understanding carries over t

reading with understanding. Increasing the student's store

word meaning in sentence context enlarges his yntax pat-

terns along with his vocabulary.

Basic technique for provoking action, which could be a

simple matter of expressing oneself or listening and then

interrelating the facts and thought processes in reading and

written expression, was the use of open-ended questions or

statements. One of the fUnctions of the ques ion was to in-

volve the student's senses of taste, touch, smell, as well as

sight and hearing. Questions were designed to promote such

purposes as making assumptions or inferences, using imagina-

tion, interpreting, classifying, summarizing OP contrasting.

Qu- tions had no preconceived answers. Skill in relational

processes were embedded in the questioning techniques. Open-

ended questions helped students t_ develop en appreciation

for different ways of saying and seeing things. Care w

exercised in the number and complexity of questions proposed

for discussion and writing so that students' motivation and

interest were maintained throughout the oral and w-itten ex-

pression experience. An emotional climate and atmosphere in

which the student fa ls free to express hInself and to have

his own ideas must exist. Cooperative interactIon must be

the climate in the classroom.

Meanings of words were first anchored to the students,

experience through contrast or similarities. Meaningful

vocabulary considered breadth and depth--multiple meanings,
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implied meanings, figures of speech,lbuse of comparison clues,

contrast clues, summary clues. Through association, con-

trasts or similarities, meanings of phrases "brow like a

mountain," or "busman's holiday" were exciting.

Whether the thought unit was a word, or a group of words,

the teacher's strategy provided for operations and effective

pacing on a concrete level, an inferential level or _ a goner-

_lized level. For example, a student gives specific informa-

tion about the meaning of a word. Through questioning the

teacher seeks from the student an extension of that informa-

tion. After the student has provided the requested extension,

then the teacher attempts to raise the level of "information-

al" thought to the "reason" level.

The oral expression and listening were followed by read-

ing and written activities. Students wrote every day. Writ-

ten expression was in the form of describing sentences, main

ideas in sentence form, desoriptive or factual paragraphs,

creative stories, factual reports, outlines and summaries.

Each day, students were given alternatives or selections of

activities from which they could select a written assignment

within their capacity. When students write copioUsly, they

make surprising gains in language power. Souroaa of ideas

for writing were the involveivent of self through oral dis-

cussion in vocabulary development. Thie involvement of self

was a tremendous sourcs of ideas for the student in his wr

ten expression. The student must feel free to reveal his

thinking and his feeling. No matter how meager the effort,
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something can be found bo enjoy.

Students rarely write about someth _g recently happened.

Imaginings are fashioned from intermingled experiences and

meanings. Students draw from a reservoir of emoti-ns and

ideas. Sense of values and points of view are different fr

adults. Students knew that they could say it in their own

way. Joy of creating a story is not realized until the story

or written expression is shared. Students volunteered daily

to read their stories. Frequent periods of reading and lis-

tening were a vital part of the writing process. An abundance

of reading and listening is a must. The tongue and ear learn

to work together to seek for more pleasing sounds. And clumsy

connectives, "and" or "then," and monotonous sentence patterns

gradually disappear. Desire by the students to writ_ was

firmly established before student or teacher evaluation was

considered.

Language is a living process. It len! t contained in

formal grammar or spelling. Therefore, grammar and spelling

were learned through reading and written expression rather

than as isolated areas or instruction.

The newspaper provide6 many opportunities each day for

the student to "try oUt" and to practice idea exprepsion. Raw

experiences of seeing have no cognitive value. Only as they

are composed Into ideas does meaning evolve. Acquiring mean-

ing is a sense of making eelective responses, paying attention

to features, finding common ones, or establishing relation-

ship.
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Tba newspaper did not restrict perception or points of

view as a single textbook might. Not only does it provide

verbal abstraction, but also graphic and pictorial represa -

tation and advertisements.

Pictures were a bountiful source for word and thought

power development through reading, writing, listening and

speaking activities. Ability to read pictures varies with

an individual's image, hie skill in conceptualizing and gen-

eralizing and his previous experience in interpreting pic-

tures. There are no wrong answers as long as they are rele-

vant to the picture. Through pictures, prectice was provided

in observation, interpretation, making inferences, contrast-

ing, Comparing, analyzing, and pretending.

Summary

A daily, continued variety of printed stim li, which

filled the students' environment (1) provided many opportuni-

ties for the student to sel;)ct what he could learn at a par-

ticular time, and (2) gave extensive practice and reinforce-

ment in the development of word and thought power skills

through reading, writ'Ten expression, listening and speaking

activities. Some students acquired the skill of determlning

the "What" and "Wh_' of a sentence, which ars a prerequisite

for main ideas, within tw_ weeks; other Children required

six months; and others one year.

A by-product of this study was the built-in opportuni-

ties for exposing students to knowledgeoand facts in the

social sciences and science. For example, an a signment for
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practicing organizational skills also involved economics.

Students were given a "pretend" ben dollars to plan a menu

for their family for a Sunday dinner. Food was to be pur-

chased by gleaning the food advertisements. The name of the

store, the name of the food, quantity, price per unit, and

total price were to be noted. Each student organized his

factual information for visual presentation as he wished.

Individualized instruction took place during the class period.

Multifarious questions were discussed. "What does ,oz.1 or

,pkg.' mean?" "How many chickens or pounds of meat will we

need?" ."What la asparagus?"

The newspaper has a profusion of different instructional

materials that afford interesting and motivating learning sit-

uations for all students, regardless of differences in tal-

ents. It can be considered self-promoting, irrespective of

how much reinforcement or pacing a student needs to practice

the skills of word power and thought power through reading,

written expression, speaking and listening.
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READ I NG AND THE SOC I AL STUD I ES

Evelyn P. Kay

A skillful reader can take any type of reading mate ial,

decide what purpose he has for reading, adjust his rate of

reeding to his purpose, organize the main ideas as he reaqs,

and form his own conclusions when he has completed the read-

ing. In order to develop this type of reader, a social stud-

ies teacher needs to plan to teach the reading skills with

the social studies materials in the regular class. The major

reading skills which should be taught 4,n the social studies

class, according to Russell in childrez. Learn t Re d are

as follows:

1. Ability to define a specific purpoee for
reading

2. Skills in ting information

3. Ability to comprehend and organize what
is read

4. Ability to select and evaluate information

5. Ability to adjust the method and rate of reading
to one's purpose and to the nature of the material

6. Skill in using information

7. Ability to remember -
use aids for retention
select facts to be reMembered

A teacher implements these skills by first understanding them

himself and by knowing how to help children learn. Several

methods can be used for the development of such skills.

124.
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Employ visual aids, trips and discussions of experi-

ences of different members in ths class to unfold concepts

evolving from the content beine studied.

Develop the kinds of questions that inform one of the

students' ability to understand and evaluate materials. Plan

questions that will challenge children to think critically.

Teach the sktll of oral reading when the need arises

to prove or disprove a statement. Listen to articles read

by students using different materials. Oral reading can help

to develop the vocabulary, because childrea like to insure

their concepts by reading their ideas to an audience. This

ahould follow the planned instruction of teaching the vocabu-

lary.

Provide for special reading 'needs by planning small group

instruction when only a few students need help in locating a

main idea or judging the validity of an article. At first,

provide the same reading material for each student in the

small group to make,it practical to teach the skill of locat-

ing the main idea of a selection. Provide books by different

authors on tbe eame topic to teach the validity of some

statementAk disagreement.

The same book for every child is no longerAustifiable

in the teadhing of social studies. To purchase materials of

various authors all on a readability level of fifth grade in

a fifth-grade classroom is doing little to individualize in-

struction. To purchase materials by different authors at

varied levels of difficulty will individualize teaching and

137
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meet the needs of more children. It is difficult to locate

texts about different units of work on various readebilitT

levels. For this reecon, all types of reference books are

needed: encyclopedias of all ranges, atlases, almanacs, and

pWAlphlStS from local, state, and national organizations.

Sourt4e materials such as diaries, letters, songs, photographs,

and speeches are needed. These references,along with news-

papers, magazines and periodicals, plus teacher and pupil-

made materials, will help to get children anxious to solve

problems about which they have becoma concerned. Having

aceess to multiple references that relate to their experien-

ces and capabilIties makes it possible for children to solve

their problems.

To know the skills to recognize when they should be

taoght, to know how to teach them, and to provide individual

children with appropriate reading materials in the social

studies demands a well-planned program. To achieve the ob-

jectives mentioned, teadhers need to be made aware of SOMA

practices whidh can help them realize their goals.

1. The administrative personnel can initiate

team or cooperative teadhing in the moo al studies. If

achers agree and work as a team, they can begin dis-

cus, ing a new unit of study two cr three weks in ad-

vance-. After the preliminary planning Which includes

the listing of expected objectives, eadh member of the

team will know where he is going.- One member can be

working with small groups, anOther with special pro-
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jects, and another w5th an individual having special

needs. It is not enough to state that the children

in social studies are below average in their reading

ability. The needs must be diagnosed as specific

problems: comprehension, word-attack skills, para-

graph meanings, etc. The team, rather than one indi-

vidual, is better able to diagnose and prescribe for

these needs. Just as one text is no longer justifiable

in teaching social studies, so is the diagnosis and

prescription of children's needs by one teacher in-

valid. Two or more teachers planning together for

the instruction of a larger group of children can more

adequately teach reading skills in social studies.

2. Inservice programs should be organized to get

teachers involved with team teaching and to show them

how to teach reading skills with the social studies

materials.

3. Reading consultants and resource teachers

must be available for help. Resource persons can

demonstrate reading skill instruction for the teacher,

if this is felt to be a major need.

4. Social studies teachers should have a list

of the reading akills. Readihg consultants can pro-

vide the guide and implement them with the teachers.

5. Professional meetings of the faculty should

allow teachers to voice theirproblems involv_ g their

reading'concerns:wink the reading mate_ials.
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6. The school system must provide enough money

to help the teacher get the multiple references needed

to make better individual instruction possible.

The concern of m -t teachers is to help Children know

how to learn and to provide the environment and conditions

for learning. To accomplish this, teachers must know the

goals and objectives they expect to readh with the students

in their so ia1 atudies classes. If one objective is to give

children the tools for learning and another objective is to

help children becomm independent learners, then the way to

achieve these two ob tives has to be considered. Teaching

muet be evaluated to see if the objectives are being reached.

If ono is teaching soolal studies and is concerned only with

the teaching of content, then it is time for him to change

his goal. Reading ekills, along with the content, must be

taught. If one le willing to change, he will be helping

children to learn the skills they must have in order to be-

come independent learners.

1140
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